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I answer.
I call.

I research.

I learn.

I network.

I prospect.

I watch.
I send.
I respond.
I email.

I track.

I order.

I lead.

I expand.
I attach.

I connect with Cox Business.

BECAUSE EVERY
CONNECTION MATTERS.

Switch to business
Internet and voice with
FREE voice mail and
unlimited long distance
for only

90

$

A MONTH.

At Cox Business, we’re there for you with advanced and reliable communications that
contribute to your productivity and success. Connect today for voice, data and video.
And save with our special offer, available for a limited time only.

Call 702-939-1148 or visit cox.com/business today.

*Offer valid until 7/1/12 to new subscribers of Cox Business VoiceManagerSM and Cox Business InternetSM in Las Vegas Cox-wired, serviceable locations. Offer price includes monthly service fees for 1 VoiceManager Office phone line with up to 19 features with voice mail and unlimited
long distance plus Cox Business Internet Starter. Internet service includes speeds up to 5.0Mbps/1.0Mbps, 10GB of Online Backup and 10 PC licenses of Security Suite. Unlimited long distance package is included and is limited to direct-dialed domestic calls only. Unlimited plan
is not available for use with nonswitched circuit calling, auto-dialers, call center applications and certain switching applications. Cox cannot guarantee uninterrupted or error-free Internet service or the speed of your service. Actual speeds vary. Minimum 3-year service agreement
required. An early termination fee as specified in customer’s service agreement will apply if services are disconnected or downgraded prior to the end of the agreement’s term. Additional costs for installation, construction, connection, relocation, inside wiring and equipment may
apply. Telephone modem equipment may be required. Modem uses electrical power to operate and has backup battery power provided by Cox if electricity is interrupted. Telephone service, including access to e911 service, will not be available during an extended power outage or
if modem is moved or inoperable. Offer does not include usage, applicable taxes, surcharges or fees. Discounts are not valid in combination with or in addition to other promotions, and cannot be applied to any other Cox account. Rates and bandwidth options vary and are subject
to change. Services not available in all areas. Other restrictions may apply. Telephone services are provided by Cox Nevada Telcom, LLC. ©2012 CoxCom, LLC., d/b/a Cox Communications Las Vegas, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Prevailing Wage Laws
Time to End This Corrupt System
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Lyle E. Brennan • lyle@nevadabusiness.com

Nevada’s so-called “prevailing wage” laws cost taxpayers millions of dollars each year –
many of these dollars go into union coffers instead of to workers. Once you know the facts
about it, you’ll be as outraged as I am that this politically motivated system has been allowed to
continue.
Prevailing wage laws require contractors who bid on public works projects to pay all
employees at a rate determined by the Nevada Labor Commissioner. This rate was intended to be the average wage of workers in each category, but in fact, it bears no relation
at all to average wages. A carpenter working on a public project may be paid a “prevailing
wage” of $37.00 an hour, when someone performing exactly the same work in the private
sector earns $22.00 an hour.
It’s easy to see how this could add up to millions of dollars for a large construction
project. In fact, a 2011 study by the Nevada Policy Research Institute showed that prevailing wage laws cost Nevada taxpayers nearly $1 billion in excess costs for 2009 and 2010
alone. Across the nation, independent studies show that prevailing wage regulations add
10% to 30% to construction costs.
Nevada’s economic development efforts have also suffered due to its prevailing wage
laws. Why would a developer of a large-scale project pay exorbitant wages in Nevada
when he can go to a nearly state like Arizona or Colorado, which don’t have prevailing
wages, and cut his labor costs by a third or more?
Here’s how it works:  The Office of the Labor Commissioner annually surveys employers to gather information on wages paid to workers, and the results of the surveys are
used to establish prevailing wages. This data could easily be obtained from the Nevada
Department of Employment, Training and Rehabilitation (DETR), which has an entire
division that conducts this type of research. So, why the dual reporting system? To give
unions an unfair advantage.
Because of the way the system was set up, it’s almost impossible for non-union contractors to fill out the surveys.  First, they need to calculate the value of all fringe benefits for each employee and add those calculations to their hourly wage.  Second, the job
classifications in the survey are designed to fit union definitions, which most non-union
contractors don’t use.  They don’t have the time or resources to fill out the survey, so even
though unionized labor comprises only 13 percent of the workforce in Nevada, it’s union
contractors who return the surveys, it’s union wages that are reported, and union wages
that become the “prevailing wage.”
It might be argued that the extra money paid for prevailing wages on government
projects gives workers more money to spend, creating a multiplier effect. This might be
true in the case of non-union shops, but the union system isn’t set up to benefit workers.  
Union contractors are obliged to deduct a set amount per hour from each worker’s check
in order to fund pensions and other benefits.  This money goes directly to the union, and if
the worker leaves before qualifying for benefits, the union keeps the money.  This creates
a surplus of funds in union coffers that may be used for political contributions and for
lobbying against non-union competition.
It’s time to repeal the prevailing wage law, replacing it with an average wage rate
calculated by DETR. At the very least, we should create an exemption on all projects
for K-12 schools, giving our school systems more money for vitally needed expenses like
teachers’ salaries. As we gear up for November elections, let’s see where candidates stand
on this important issue.   Want more information, or want to join the fight against this
system? Contact the Associated Builders and Contractors at www.abcnevada.org.
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Durham Jones & Pinegar

Watson Rounds

Guild, Russell, Gallagher
& Fuller, Ltd.

10785 W Twain Ave., Ste. 200
Las Vegas, Nevada 89135
P 702.870.6060
F 702.870.6090
www.djplaw.com/sherwood-cook

5371 Kietzke Lane
Reno, NV 89511
P 775.324.4100
F 775.333.8171
mfrancis@watsonrounds.com
www.watsonrounds.com

P.O. Box 2838
Reno, Nevada 89505
P 775.786.2366
F 775.322.9105
jgallagher@grgflaw.com
www.astriallawyers.com

Sherwood N. Cook

Practice Areas
• Business & Finance Law
• Mergers & Acquisition
• Partnership & LLC Law
• Securities Law

Sherwood N. Cook’s practice covers a variety
of business-related transaction and compliance
areas of law, including business formation and
planning, capital raising alternatives, succession
planning, debt and equity securities offerings,
and securities and franchise law compliance.
Cook has clients, ranging from hotel casinos to
franchisees, in the purchase or sale of their businesses. Cook’s regulatory background allows him
to successfully represent promoters, issuers, brokers, investment advisors and franchisors before
a variety of securities and franchise regulatory
agencies. From 1987 to 1990, Cook served as
Nevada Deputy Secretary of State for Securities.
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The 2012 Legal Elite list represents attorneys that have received favorable reviews from the attorneys across the state they work with day-in and day-out. These
are top attorneys in Nevada as voted by their peers. The list this year includes the
top 150 Southern Nevada attorneys, the top 75 Northern Nevada attorneys, the 50
best Up and Coming attorneys and the 15 best Government attorneys.
According to the Nevada Bar Association’s most recent Annual Report, there
are 10,790 total member attorneys in Nevada. Of those, 59 percent are practicing
in Clark County and 19 percent practice in Washoe County and Carson City. This
year’s list of 225 Southern and Northern Nevada Legal Elite represent the top two
percent in the state.
Congratulations to all of the attorneys that made it onto the 2012 Legal Elite list.

June 2012

Matthew Francis
Practice Areas
• Intellectual property litigation
• Commercial litigation
• Entertainment law
• Business transactions
• Intellectual property prosecution and licensing
Matthew Francis is a partner at Watson Rounds who
practices primarily in the areas of intellectual property
litigation, prosecution, licensing, counseling and entertainment law. Mr. Francis also has extensive experience
in commercial litigation and transactional work.
Mr. Francis’ practice is diverse, and ranges from
litigating Lanham Act cases for internationally-famous
musical groups, to negotiating complex agreements with
Fortune 500 companies on behalf of startups.
Mr. Francis distinguished himself as a dual-major
(political science and English) honors graduate of the
University of Nevada, Reno, where he also raced for the
University of Nevada Ski Team. Mr. Francis earned his
Doctor of Jurisprudence at the University of Montana,
School of Law.
Mr. Francis is licensed to practice in Nevada and
Utah, all federal courts in those jurisdictions and the
United States Court of Appeals for both the Ninth Circuit
and the Federal Circuit.

John K. Gallagher, Esq.
Practice Areas
• Commercial Litigation
• Corporate
• Environmental Litigation

• Administrative Law
• Intellectual Property

John K. Gallagher is a senior partner and managing
shareholder of Guild, Russell, Gallagher & Fuller, Ltd.
Mr. Gallagher is a fifth generation Nevadan and received
his undergraduate degree from Willamette University,
Salem, Oregon and his juris doctorate degree from McGeorge School of Law in 1983. He is licensed to practice law in Nevada and California.
Mr. Gallagher’s practice is broad-based and extensive in the areas of corporate law, environmental, business and civil litigation, as well as matters involving the
enforcement of intellectual property rights. Mr. Gallagher’s litigation matters throughout the last two decades
have involved a number of complex, federal and state
court cases involving both large corporations as well as
local business interests.
Mr. Gallagher is a member of the Washoe County
and American Bar Associations, State Bar of Nevada
(Commercial Law Section; Business Law Committee,
1987-1990; Chairman, Uniform Commercial Code Subcommittee, 1988-89), and the State Bar of California.

www.NevadaBusiness.com
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Southern Nevada’s Top 150 Attorneys
Name

Lyssa Simonelli Anderson
Veronica Arechederra Hall
Paola M. Armeni

Firm

Practice Emphasis

Fox Rothschild

Labor and Employment Law, Civil Rights Litigation, Appellate Law

Jackson Lewis

Management-Side Advice, Counsel, and Litigation Involving
All Aspects of the Employment Relationship.
Government Investigations & Business Crimes

Gordon Silver Attorneys and Counselors at Law
Brownstein Hyatt Farber Schreck

Number of Years
Practicing in Nevada

17
16
9

Troy Atkinson

Atkinson and Watkins

Brett Axelrod

Fox Rothschild

Gaming Law
Business Transactions, Business Litigation,
Energy and Public Utility Law
DND
Real Estate and Civil Litigation – Personal Injury,
Short Sales, and Foreclosure Mediation
Financial Restructuring and Bankruptcy

Luis A. Ayon

Maier Gutierrez Ayon

Business, Commercial and Real Estate Litigation

8

Joice Bass

Lewis and Roca

Litigation

6

Kaempfer Crowell

36

David Arrajj
“Martha “”Marti”” Ashcraft”
Oganna Atamoh

Ashcraft Lawyers
Santoro Driggs

17
33
DND
8
16

Todd Bice

Pisanelli Bice

Rachel Bickle-Stone

Fox Rothschild

Commercial Litigation; Real Estate Transactions and Disputes
Commercial Litigation, Hotels and Gaming,
Political and Appellate
Labor and Employment Law

Brownstein Hyatt Farber Schreck

Intellectual Property

5

Greenberg Traurig

Corporate and Securities

31

Lewis and Roca

Litigation

7

Jennifer Braster

Pisanelli Bice

Commercial Litigation

6

Darren Brenner

Lewis and Roca

Litigation

9

Kelly J. Brinkman

Goold Patterson

Commercial Real Estate and Bankruptcy

15

Shemilly Briscoe

Santoro Driggs

DND

DND

Peter Bernhard

Laura Bielinski
Michael J. Bonner
John Bragonje

June 2012
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Southern Nevada’s Top 150 Attorneys
Firm

Name

Jones Vargas

Real Estate and Common Interest Communities

35

Brownstein Hyatt Farber Schreck

Litigation

5

Akerman Senterfitt

Consumer Finance Litigation

4

Kolesar and Leatham

Business Litigation and Sports Law

13

Campbell & Williams

35

MIchael Buckley
Adam Bult

Number of Years
Practicing in Nevada

Practice Emphasis

Jacob Bundick
Robert Caldwell

Justin Carly

Snell & Wilmer

Commercial Litigation, Catastrophic Personal Injury,
White Collar Criminal Defense
Commercial Litigation

David Carroll

Rice Silbey Reuther & Sullivan

Commercial Litigation

11

Lewis and Roca

Bankruptcy

20

Mark Clayton

Lionel Sawyer & Collins

22

Sherwood Cook

Durham Jones & Pinegar

Kimberly Cooper

Santoro Driggs

Gaming & Regulatory Law
Business, Securities and Franchise Law, Business Organization,
Mergers and Acquisitions, and SEC Compliance
DND

DND

Jennifer Ko Craft

Gordon Silver Attorneys and Counselors at Law

Intellectual Property, Entertainment & Sports

10
2

Donald J. Campbell

Dawn Cica

6

32

Lindsay Demaree

Lewis and Roca

Litigation

Jennifer C. Dorsey

Kemp, Jones & Coulthard

Civil Appeals, Class Actions, Complex Civil Litigation

15

Matthew Dushoff

Kolesar and Leatham

Administrative Law and Licensing, Complex Civil Litigation

22

Snell & Wilmer

Commercial Litigation and Product Liability

11

Michael N. Feder

Gordon Silver Attorneys and Counselors at Law

Litigation, Intellectual Property, Entertainment & Sports

12

Mark E. Ferrario

Greenberg Traurig

Litigation

31

Lewis and Roca

Intellectual Property, Litigation

6

Chad Fears

Jonathan W. Fountain

Ellis & Gordon
510 S. Ninth Street
Las Vegas, NV 89101
P 702.385.3727
F 702.386.6826
AGordon@LVBusinesslaw.com
www.ellis-gordon.com

Congratulations
to our lawyers who have been recognized
among Nevada’s Top Attorneys.
David R. Arrajj
Laura Bielinski
Adam K. Bult
Anthony J. DiRaimondo
Kelley Nyquist Goldberg
Albert Z. Kovacs

Kirk B. Lenhard
Erin Lewis
Kate C. Lowenhar-Fisher
Andrew D. Moore
Tamara Beatty Peterson
Emily Phan

Aviva Y. Gordon

Practice Areas
All aspects of business law with emphasis on
commercial and real estate litigation.

Albuquerque
Denver

Founded in 1968, Brownstein Hyatt Farber Schreck practices in
the areas corporate and gaming law, real estate, litigation, natural
resources and public policy. With 260 attorneys and legislative
consultants in offices across the western U.S. and in Washington, DC,
the firm works in industries ranging from real estate, gaming and
licensing, hospitality, and private equity to labor and employment,
technology, construction, water, energy and banking and finance.

lAs vegAs
los Angeles
orAnge County
PHoenIX
reno
sACrAmento
sAn DIego
sAntA bArbArA
sAntA Fe
WAsHIngton, DC

Brownstein Hyatt Farber Schreck, LLP

10

June 2012

bhfs.com

Aviva Gordon graduated from Boston University
in 1990 and with distinction from California Western
School of Law in 1993. Thereafter, Aviva started with
Mahan & Ellis, a boutique law firm representing the
business interests of local, regional and national companies. In 2000, the name of the firm changed to Ellis &
Gordon. Aviva has argued before the Nevada Supreme
Court and has several reported cases. In 2011, she obtained a multi-million dollar judgment for a local general
contractor. In addition to her private practice, Aviva was
General Counsel for the Nevada State Democratic Party
from 1998 – 2002 and served on the Nevada Judicial
Conduct Commission. She has been a featured speaker
on Nevada Receiverships; for the Nevada Legal Aid Center’s Small Business Project Seminar; and the Nevada
Women’s Chamber of Commerce. She presently serves
on the Issues Committee for the Henderson Chamber of
Commerce as well as the Government Affairs Committee for the Women’s Chamber of Commerce.

www.NevadaBusiness.com
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Southern Nevada’s Top 150 Attorneys
Name

Firm

Number of Years
Practicing in Nevada

Practice Emphasis

Holland & Hart

Business/Commercial Litigation, Litigation

McDonald Carano Wilson
Gordon Silver Attorneys and Counselors at Law

Real Estate and Land Use Planning; Business Entities and
Transactions; Creditors Rights and Bankruptcy
Personal Injury and Medical Practice

54

Krystal Gallagher

Holland & Hart

Business/Commercial Litigation, Employment

3

Gregory E. Garman

Gordon Silver Attorneys and Counselors at Law

Business Restructuring & Bankruptcy

14

Morris Law Group

Commercial Litigation in State & Federal Courts

7

Timothy Geswein

Kravitz Snitzer Sloane Johnson

Personal Injury Defense

6

Leslie S. Godfrey

Greenberg Traurig

Litigation

6

Brownstein Hyatt Farber Schreck

Gaming Law

6

Fisher & Phillips

6

38

David Freeman
Andrew Gabriel
Neil Galatz

Rex Garner

Kelley Nyquist Goldberg

6
20

Gerald M. Gordon

Gordon Silver Attorneys and Counselors at Law

Employment Law Defense
Commercial and Complex Litigation, Construction, Creditor’s Rights
and Bankruptcy, Employment and Labor & Intellectual Property
All Aspects of Business Law with Emphasis on Commercial
and Real Estate Litigation
Business Restructuring & Bankruptcy

Richard C. Gordon

Snell & Wilmer

Commercial Litigation/Business Law

8

Jared Green

McCormick Barstow

Civil and Commercial Litigation

6

Joseph A. Gutierrez

Maier Gutierrez Ayon

8
12

Hall Jaffe & Clayton

Business and Commercial Litigation
Commercial Litigation, Professional Liability, Landlord-Tenant,
Common Interest Communities, and Class Action Defense
Tort Litigation, Insurance Coverage, and Bad Faith Litigation

Doreen Spears Hartwell

Lionel Sawyer & Collins

Complex Commercial Litigation, Tort Litigation

12

Paul Hejmanowski

Lionel Sawyer & Collins

Litigation

40

Kara B. Hendricks

Greenberg Traurig

Appellate

11

Joel Henriod

Lewis and Roca

Product Liability and Insurance Defense

9

Justin Hepworth

Snell & Wilmer

Personal Injury - Plaintiff

5

Arin & Associates

Litigation

8

Kenneth E. Hogan

Gordon Silver Attorneys and Counselors at Law

Litigation and Entertainment & Sports

5

Eric D. Hone

Gordon Silver Attorneys and Counselors at Law

Commercial Litigation

9

Jeffrey L. Hulet

Gordon Silver Attorneys and Counselors at Law

Commercial and Complex Tort Litigation, Trust and Probate

5

Mark Hutchison

Hutchison & Steffen

Litigation, Constitutional Litigation

20

Lewis and Roca

Litigation

6

E. Derek Jamison

Armstrong Teasdale

Intellectial Property, Particulartly Patent Law

3

John C. Jeppsen

Greenberg Traurig

Corporate and Securities

21

Kemp, Jones & Coulthard

31

Holland & Hart

Complex Civil Litigation, Residential and Commercial Construction
Defect Litigation & Catastrophic Injury Litigation
Commercial Litigation, Probate

10

Marquis Aurbach Coffing

Business, Construction, Eminent Domain & Insurance Litigation

16

Kaempfer Crowell

Land Use & Government Affairs

36

Will Kemp

Kemp, Jones & Coulthard

Complex Commercial Litigation

34

Jay Kenyon

Yan Kenyon

15

Robert Kim

Ballard Spahr

Koch & Scow

Personal Injury
Corporate Law, Mergers and Acquisitions, Securities, Transactional
Finance, Gaming and Renewable Energy
Commercial Litigation Including Contract, Real Estate
and Landlord/Tenant Disputes
Business and Intellectual Property Litigation

Gordon Silver Attorneys and Counselors at Law

Business Restructuring & Bankruptcy

8

Gordon Silver Attorneys and Counselors at Law

Corporate & Real Estate
Catastrophic Injury defense, Hotel Security and Premises Liability,
Professional Liability & Commercial Litigation

9

Anthony B. Golden
Andrew Gordon
Aviva Gordon

Joseph P. Hardy
James Harper

Matthew W. Hoffmann

Daniel Ivie

J. Randall Jones
Justin Jones
Jack Chen Min Juan
Chris Kaempfer

Christopher Kircher
David Koch
Talitha B. Gray Kozlowski
Joseph T. Kozlowski
Martin J. Kravitz

McDonald Carano Wilson
Ellis & Gordon

Gordon & Rees

Semenza & Semenza

Kravitz Snitzer Sloane Johnson

June 2012
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6

16
4
6

35
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Southern Nevada’s Top 150 Attorneys
Firm

Name

Lewis and Roca

Intellectual Property

16

Gordon Silver Attorneys and Counselors at Law

Government Investigations & Business Crimes

1

John Krieger
Margaret W. Lambrose

Number of Years
Practicing in Nevada

Practice Emphasis

Zach Larson

Marquis Aurbach Coffing

Bankruptcy and Reorganization

11

Evangelin Lee

Smith, Currie & Hancock

Litigation, Construction Law, Government Contracts

5

Michael B. Lee

Michael B. Lee

Business and Commercial Litigation

6

Kristan Lehtinen

Global Business Lawyers - Lovaas & Lehtinen, P.C

Business/Civil Litigation and Commercial Transactions

10

Kirk Lenhard

Brownstein Hyatt Farber Schreck

Litigation

37

Erin Lewis

Brownstein Hyatt Farber Schreck

Intellectual Property

4

Bryan A. Lindsey

The Schwartz Law Firm

Bankruptcy

5

Samuel Lionel

Lionel Sawyer & Collins

Business Litigation

58

Martin A. Little

Jolley Urga Wirth Woodbury & Standish

Personal Injury, Business Litigation & Construction Law

15

Anne Loraditch

Fox Rothschild

Financial Restructuring and Bankruptcy

10

Donald Martin

Lewis and Roca

Real Estate

14

Michael McCue

Lewis and Roca

Intellectual Property

16

Kelly McIntosh

Nutile Pitz & Associates

Healthcare and Business Law

5

Jennifer L. Micheli

Alverson, Taylor, Mortensen & Sanders

Medical Malpractice Defense, Professional Liability

5

Chris Miltenberger

Pisanelli Bice

Commercial Litigation

6

Brownstein Hyatt Farber Schreck

Gaming Law

7

Fox Rothschild

Financial Restructuring and Bankruptcy, Litigation

7

Andrew Moore
Micaela Rustia Moore

Hutchison & Steffen
Peccole Professional Park
10080 West Alta Dr., Suite 200
Las Vegas, Nevada 89145
P 702.385.2500
F 702.385.2086
info@hutchlegal.com
www.hutchlegal.com

Mark A. Hutchison
Practice Areas
• Employment Litigation
• Professional Liability Defense
• Trust & Probate Litigation • Appellate Litigation
• Business & Complex Tort Litigation
Mark A. Hutchison is a founding member of the
Law Firm of Hutchison & Steffen and an AV-rated
attorney by Martindale-Hubbell®. Mark practices primarily in business and complex tort litigation. A native
Las Vegan, Mark graduated from UNLV (high distinction) and received his J.D., magna cum laude, from
BYU. In 2010, Mark was appointed by Nevada’s governor as lead special counsel for the State of Nevada
in the multi-state lawsuit challenging the constitutionality of the federal healthcare legislation. In addition
to suing the federal government, Mark was lead trial
counsel in a lawsuit against the Franchise Tax Board
of the State of California, which lasted over 10 years
and resulted in a jury verdict in the client’s favor totaling $388.1 million after a 17-week trial. The verdict is
one of the country’s largest jury verdicts ever rendered
in favor of a single plaintiff.
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Methodology

THE SILVER STATE’S
TOP ATTORNEYS

Legal Elite maintains very strict
guidelines for the list and those guidelines have remained constant for the
last several years. Balloting began
earlier this year when an invitation to
nominate was sent to Nevada attorneys. This year we had nearly 4,000
unique votes.
After nominations closed, each ballot was sorted and each individual vote
was scrutinized for eligibility. Each
attorney was then verified through the
Nevada Bar Association and all qualified votes were scored and counted.  
Each attorney was given a score based
on the number and type of votes he

or she received. If a vote came from
within their own firm, they received
one point. For votes that came in from
another firm, the attorney received
three points.
Once the final scores for each attorney were tabulated, the top scorers
in each category went through another
round of eligibility verification.   The
following pages highlight the top scorers in each category and remains an invaluable resource for those looking for
the most qualified attorneys in Nevada.
Congratulations to all of the attorneys for being included in the prestigious 2012 Legal Elite list.

www.NevadaBusiness.com
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Southern Nevada’s Top 150 Attorneys
Firm

Name

Morris Law Group

Steve Morris

Alverson, Taylor, Mortensen & Sanders

Alan V. Mulliner

Linda Norcross
Bob Olson

43
7

Lewis and Roca
Greenberg Traurig

Business Reorganization and Financial Restructuring

23

5
8

Holland & Hart

Business/Commercial Litigation, Lender Liability Defense

40

Brownstein Hyatt Farber Schreck

Commercial Litigation

18

Gordon Silver Attorneys and Counselors at Law

Business Restructuring & Bankruptcy

6

Pisanelli Bice

Commercial Litigation, Construction and Defamation

22

Daniel Polsenberg

Lewis and Roca

Appellate

30

Taylor L. Randolph

Randolph Law Firm

Tax Law

6

Rhodes-Ford & Associates

8

Pisanelli Bice

Corporate Law, Employment Law, Healthcare Law,
and Business Disputes
Commercial Litigation, Political and Appellate

Jennifer Roberts

Lionel Sawyer & Collins

Gaming, Administrative Law, Licensing, Land Use & Zoning

9

Brandon E. Roos

Greenberg Traurig

Litigation

12

Santoro Whitmire

Commercial Litigation

25+

Buckley King

19

Semenza & Semenza

Medical Malpractice Defense, Healthcare Litigation
Professional Liability
Commercial Litigation, Personal Injury and Collections

13

Greenberg Traurig

Corporate Securities

6

Brian D. Shapiro

Law Office of Brian D. Shapiro

Bankruptcy Law and Creditor Rights

16

Mandy Shavinsky

Snell & Wilmer

11

Ambrish “Steve” Sidhu

Sidhu Law Firm

Real Estate Transactions/Development
Individual and Small Business Chapter 11s;
Chapter 7 and Chapter 13 Bankruptcy
Administrative and Gaming

Stephen Peek
Tamara Beatty Peterson
Teresa M. Pilatowicz
James Pisanelli

Berna L. Rhodes-Ford
Jarrod Rickard

Nick Santoro
Michelle R. Schwarz
Lawrence J. Semenza, III
Michael S. Shalmy

Jeffrey A. Silver

Gordon Silver Attorneys and Counselors at Law

Jeffrey Steffen

Fennemore Craig

Daniel Stewart

Koch & Scow

40
6

Stokes & Stokes, Ltd. dba Half Price Lawyers
Mark Trafton

DND

DND

Thorndale Armstrong

DND
Business Litigation, Gaming, Licensing, Commercial Law,
Real Estate Litigation & Corporate
Litigation, Intellectual Property, and Entertainment & Sports

DND

12

Jones Vargas

Kevin Stolworthy
Scott Swain

McDonald Carano Wilson

Jessica Taylor

Hutchison & Steffen

Mark Trafton
Erika Twesme

Jolley Urga Wirth Woodbury & Standish

William R. Urga

12

26

McDonald Carano Wilson

Jefferson C. Temple

6

Real Estate, Landlord/Tenant, Construction and Corporate
Election Law, Civil Litigation, Administrative Law,
Eminent Domain and Government Affairs
Commercial and Complex Litigation, Creditor’s Rights
and Bankruptcy, Construction & Intellectual Property
Construction, Banking, Bad Faith Insurance
and Coverage Litigation
Trust and Estates, Business Entities and Transactions,
Real Estate and Land Use Planning
Commercial Litigation, Healthcare Professionals Advocacy,
Administrative Law, Insurance Defense, Professional Liability Defense
Criminal Law, Family Law and Bankruptcy

David Stoft

Franchesca Van Buren

4
6

19
4
7

42
7

Justin Watkins

Atkinson and Watkins

Marni Watkins

Fidelity National Law Group

Commercial Litigation, Banking/Finance Litigation,
M&A Litigation, and Real Estate Litigation
General Civil Litigation, Estate Planning, Probate,
Trust Litigation and Guardianship
Civil Litigation, Personal Injury, Construction,
and Commercial Disputes
Litigation

Lionel Sawyer & Collins

Banking and Real Estate Law

17

Amber White-Davidson

Parker Nelson
Jackson Lewis

DND
Management-Side Advice, Counsel, and Litigation Involving
All Aspects of the Employment Relationship.

DND

Jeffrey D. Winchester

Abran Vigil

Ballard Spahr

Liane Wakayama

Marquis Aurbach Coffing

Matthew Watson

16

Commercial Trial Litigation,
Including Construction Contracts and Defects
Transactional Law, Estate Planning, Domestic Law
Commercial Litigation, Labor and Employment, Banking/Finance
Litigation, Real Estate and Construction Litigation
Intellectual Property

Ballard Spahr

Timothy Mulliner

Number of Years
Practicing in Nevada

Practice Emphasis

June 2012
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8
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Southern Nevada’s Top 150 Attorneys
Firm

Name

Number of Years
Practicing in Nevada

Practice Emphasis

Joseph J. Wirth

Mainor Wirth

Personal Injury

6

William J. Wray

Greenberg Traurig

Litigation

20

Yan Kenyon

15

12
41

Jamie Zimmerman

Gordon Silver Attorneys and Counselors at Law

Matthew C. Zirzow

Gordon Silver Attorneys and Counselors at Law

Real Estate and General Business
Management - Side Advice, Counsel, and Litigation Involving
All Aspects of the Employment Relationship.
Litigation, Labor & Employment
Commercial Litigation, Entertainment & Sports,
and Intellectual Property
Business Restructuring & Bankruptcy

Lionel Sawyer & Collins

Corporate & Real Estate Law

Tina Yan
Elayna J. Youchah
Lisa Zastrow

Jeff Zucker

Jackson Lewis
Kaempfer Crowell

17
6
3

Northern Nevada’s Top 75 Attorneys
Name

Matthew Addison

Firm

McDonald Carano Wilson

Mike Alonso

Lewis and Roca

Sallie Armstrong

Downey Brand

John LeRoy Arrascada

Arrascada & Aramini

Gregg Barnard

Woodburn and Wedge

Fritz Battcher

Holland & Hart

Paul A. Bible

Lewis and Roca

Dan C. Bowen

Bowen & Hall

Number of Years
Practicing in Nevada

Practice Emphasis

Commercial and Complex Litigation, Construction,
Energy, Environment and Natural Resources, Intellectual Property
Gaming Licensing, Interactive Gaming, Government
and Legislative Affairs
Bankruptcy Reorganization, Insolvency
Receiverships & Business Restructure
All Forms of Litigation Civil and Criminal
Corporate and Business Transactions, Mergers and Acquisitions,
Real Estate Development & Finance
Corporate, Emerging Growth, Mergers and Acquisitions, Securities,
Venture Finance and General Business Transactions
Gaming Law

21
20
31
19
21
11
47

Leslie Bryan Hart

Lionel Saywer & Collins

Jim Butler

Parsons Behle & Latimer

Commercial and Complex Litigation
Commercial Litigation, Contract Litigation, Employment & Labor,
Real Property, Uniform Commercial Code
Environmental Permitting, Compliance, Litigation

Armstrong Teasdale

Business Litigation, Construction and Design

31

Severin Carlson

Kaempfer Crowell

7

Janet L. Chubb

Armstrong Teasdale

Ross de Lipkau

Parsons Behle & Latimer

Natural Resources, Commercial Litigation, and Administrative Law
Financial Restructuring, Reorganization and Bankruptcy,
Alternative Dispute Resolution
Natural Resources

Karen Dennison

Holland & Hart

Richard G. Campbell

Holland & Hart

Business Litigation

34

Lionel Sawyer & Collins

Corporate and Business Organization Law, Real Estate
Family Law, Divorce, Domestic Partnerships, Adoption,
Assisted Reproductive Technology Law and Estate Planning
Commercial and Business Litigation in Nevada and California
and Construction Defect
Business, Corporate, Corporate Governance &
Compliance, Government, Cities & Municipalities
Intellectual Property Litigation, Prosecution, Licensing, Counseling,
and Entertainment Law
Commercial Litigation, Corporate, Environmental Litigation,
Administrative Law and Intellectual Property
Corporate & Securities, Mergers & Acquisitions,
Venture Capital & Private Equity

16

Gordon Silver

Kathleen Drakulich

McDonald Carano Wilson

Bonnie Drinkwater

Drinkwater Law Offices

Craig Etem

Downey Brand

Melissa L. Exline

Surratt Law Practice

Courtney Forster

Gunderson Law Firm

John P. Fowler

Woodburn and Wedge

Matthew D. Francis
John K. Gallagher
David Garcia

40

Lemons, Grundy & Eisenberg

John P. Desmond

Richard “Rick” Elmore

38

40

Woodburn and Wedge

Robert L. Eisenberg

9

Real Estate Transactions of All Types
Natural Resources (Water) Law, Real Estate Law,
Business and Civil Litigation
Commercial Litigation, Appellate Practice
Energy, Environment and Natural Resources, Gaming
& Administrative Law
Business Law, Corporate Law, Employment Law
& Intellectual Property Law
Real Estate,  Land Use, Governmental Advocacy,Corporate,
Business, Lending & Acquisitions
Appeals

Gordon H. DePaoli

Gary Duhon

37
19

Watson Rounds
Guild, Russell, Gallagher & Fuller
Holland & Hart

June 2012
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17
26
18
25
33

9
5
35
12
29
15
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Leigh Goddard

Number of Years
Practicing in Nevada

Firm

Practice Emphasis

McDonald Carano Wilson

Commercial and Complex Litigation, Construction, Trust and Estates,
Employment and Labor, Energy, Environment and Natural Resources
Zoning, Planning and Land Use, Government Relations,
Real Estate Transactions
Commercial and Business Litigation in Nevada and California

Name

Garrett D. Gordon

Lewis and Roca

Mark Gunderson

Gunderson Law Firm

Daniel Hayward

Laxalt & Nomura

6.5
32

Maupin, Cox & LeGoy

Business Litigation, Legal Malpractice, Insurance Defense     
Gaming and Administrative Law, Business Entities and Transactions,
Creditor’s Rights and Bankruptcy, Government Affairs and Advocacy
Energy & Regulatory, Natural Resources, Mining,
Water Rights, Real Estate
Business Transactions and Real Estate

29

Alvin “Bud” Hicks

McDonald Carano Wilson

Earl Hill

Parsons Behle & Latimer

Procter J. Hug

15

16
40
50

Maupin, Cox & LeGoy

Business Entity and Transactions; Tax and Estate Planning

21

Alicia Johnson

Allison, MacKenzie, Pavlakis, Wright & Fagan

Litigation, Real Estate, Business Law, Bankruptcy Law, Employment Law

5

Michael Kealy

Parsons Behle & Latimer

28

Brent Keele

McDonald Carano Wilson

Kurt Hunsberger

Kristen Martini

Robinson, Belastagui, Sharp & Low

Litigation, Commercial, Employment, Personal Injury
Tax; Trust & Estates, Business Entities & Transactions,
Energy, Real Estate & Land Use Planning, Creditor’s Rights and Bankruptcy
Business Law, Corporate Law, Bankruptcy Law
and Intellectual Property Law
Insurance Coverage, Insurance Litigation, Class Action
and Complex Litigation
Commercial and Complex Litigation, Construction, Business Entities
and Transactions, Employment and Labor Law
Appellate and Litigation

Ernest J. Maupin

Maupin, Cox & LeGoy

Trusts and Estates Law and Income Tax Law

40
29

Kerry Eaton Kolvet

Drinkwater Law Offices

Patrick R. Leverty

Leverty & Associates Law Chtd.

William A.S. Magrath II

McDonald Carano Wilson

5
7
8
35
4

Mark Mausaurt Law Office

Foreclosure Defense

James A. McCarty

Beckett Yott McCarty & Spann

Workers Compensation

26

Sean McGuinness

Lewis and Roca

Gaming Law

10

Mark Mausaurt

Smith, Currie & Hancock LLP
1160 Town Center Dr., Ste. 250
Las Vegas, NV 89144
P 702.228.9400
F 702.228.8228
elee@smithcurrie.com
www.smithcurrie.com

Evangelin “Evie” Lee

Nutile Pitz & Associates

Hutchison & Steffen

1070 W. Horizon Ridge Pkwy.,
Suite 210
Henderson, NV 89012
P 702.307.4873
F 702.307.4881
Kelly@nutilepitz.com
www.nutilepitz.com

Peccole Professional Park
10080 West Alta Dr., Suite 200
Las Vegas, Nevada 89145
P 702.385.2500
F 702.385.2086
info@hutchlegal.com
www.hutchlegal.com

Kelly S. McIntosh

Jessica S. Taylor

Practice Areas
• Civil Litigation
• Construction Law
• Government Contracts

Practice Areas
• Healthcare Law
• Business Law

Practice Areas
• Administrative Law • Professional Liability Defense
• Insurance Defense • Commercial Litigation
• Healthcare Professionals Advocacy

Evangelin “Evie” Lee has significant experience in
a wide array of litigation matters involving torts, contract disputes, products liability, and other complex
litigation with an emphasis in construction law. Her
construction law experience includes representing
owners, contractors and subcontractors in breach
of contract claims, for both commercial and private
property, and mechanic’s lien litigation, including lien
filing, enforcement, and defense. Evie also assists
the firm’s government contracts practice on developments related to Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR)
and DFARS compliance, and small business contracting issues on certification, size determination, and
affiliation rules. Evie is the Co-Vice-Chairman of the
firm’s Concessions Industry Practice Group.

Kelly S. McIntosh practices primarily in transactional business law and healthcare law and
assists clients on a wide-range of issues including mergers and acquisitions, formation and licensure issues, fraud and abuse, administrative
hearings, credentialing and other medical staff issues. McIntosh graduated from UNLV’s William S.
Boyd School of Law in 2007 and has worked with
Nutile Pitz & Associates since 2006. McIntosh
is Certified in Healthcare Compliance (CHC) and
counsels clients on a variety of regulatory compliance matters including HIPAA compliance, compliance plans and compliance training activities.
McIntosh has lived in Nevada for over 15 years
and enjoys travel, snowboarding and swimming.

Jessica S. Taylor is an attorney at Hutchison &
Steffen, practicing primarily in medical malpractice,
healthcare professionals advocacy, administrative
law, insurance defense, and commercial litigation.
Jessica earned her B.A. in Political Science from San
Diego State University and her Juris Doctorate from
William S. Boyd School of Law at UNLV.
Jessica’s experience also includes appellate litigation. The foregoing includes successful resolution of a
professional negligence action in which the Nevada
Supreme Court upheld dismissal of her client, finding
that quasi-judicial immunity extends to court-appointed polygraph examiners.
Prior to joining Hutchison & Steffen, Jessica
served as a judicial extern to the Honorable Valorie J.
Vega of the Eighth Judicial District Court, Clark County,
Nevada. She also worked with a prominent local firm
as both a law clerk and an associate attorney.
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Name

Firm

Practice Emphasis

Number of Years
Practicing in Nevada

William McKean

Lionel Sawyer & Collins

Administrative Law, Public Utilities

14

James L. Morgan

Henderson & Morgan

Real Estate

30

Lionel Sawyer & Collins

Litigation, Bankruptcy, Creditor-Debtor Rights

5

David C. O’Mara   

The O’Mara Law Firm

Election Law, Personal Injury, Juvenile Defense and Civil Litigation

9

Sharon M. Parker

Woodburn and Wedge

Probate, Business Law, Charitable and Religious Organizations

11

Rimon

Trademark Law

13

Shawn G. Pearson

Woodburn and Wedge

Corporate, Business, Real Estate

15

William Peterson

Schreck Morris

Brian Pick

Downey Brand

Kevin Pick

Thorndal Armstrong

Brandon Price

Thorndal Armstong

DND

DND

Catherine Reichenberg

Gunderson Law Firm

Commercial and Business Litigation

5

Don L. Ross

Woodburn and Wedge

Estate Planning

20

Ryan Russell

Allison, MacKenzie, Pavlakis, Wright & Fagan

Business Law, Family Law, Litigation, Torts
Registered Patent Attorney, Procurement and Enforcement of Intellectual
Property, Intellectual Property Transactions & Technical Contracts
Corporate, LLC and Partnership Representation, Mergers and Aquisitions,
Taxation, Business Planning and Development
Bankruptcy, Creditor-Debtor Rights, General Commercial Litigation

9

Courtney Miller O’Mara

Lara Pearson

Robert C. Ryan
Mark K. Smallhouse

Holland & Hart
New Venture Attorneys

Jennifer Smith

Lionel Sawyer & Collins

Charles Spann

Beckett Yott McCarty & Spann

Kimberly M. Surratt

Surratt Law Practice

DND
DND
Real Estate and Commercial Transactions, Business Organizations and
7
Formation/Governance, Mergers and Acquisitions, and Financing Transactions
DND
DND

Personal Injury, Subrogation
Family Law, Divorce, Domestic Partnerships, Adoption,
Assisted Reproductive Technology Law and Estate Planning

16
11
28
30
10

An Elite Team for Nevada’s Elite Businesses
Congratulations to James Pisanelli, Todd Bice, Jarrod Rickard, Jennifer Braster and Chris Miltenberger for their
recognition as Nevada Business Magazine’s Legal Elite and Magali Wysong as a Best Up and Coming Attorney.
Pisanelli Bice is a boutique commercial litigation firm, representing the world’s premier gaming, hotel, health care
and construction companies. From litigation to corporate governance, Pisanelli Bice is comprised of some of the most
respected oral advocates and trial attorneys in the state.

3883 Howard Hughes Parkway | Suite 800 | P 702-214-2100

pisanellibice.com
June 2012
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Practice Emphasis

Gunderson Law Firm

Jones Vargas

Commercial and Business Litigation
Complex Civil Litigation, Business & Corporate Law,
Natural Resources & Mining Law
Energy, Administrative Law

28

Jones Vargas

Government Affairs, Administrative Law

8

Richard D. Williamson

Robertson & Benevento

6

Allen J. Wilt

Lionel Sawyer & Collins

20

Laurie Yott

Beckett Yott McCarty & Spann

Real Estate Law and Civil Litigation
Commercial Litigation, Healthcare Litigation, Contract
& Construction/Development Litigation
Personal Injury, Workers Compensation, Subrogation

Parsons Behle & Latimer

Water Law

7

Austin Sweet

Robertson & Benevento

Jonathan Joel Tew
Rick Trachok
Jesse A. Wadhams

John Zimmerman

3
2

26

In order to qualify as a Best Up and Coming Attorney, each attorney must have been
either under 40 years of age or licensed in Nevada for 10 years or less.

50 Best Up & Coming Attorneys

Number of Years
Practicing in Nevada

Firm

Location

Holland & Hart

Las Vegas

Tyler R. Andrews

Greenberg Traurig

Las Vegas

Commercial Lending Disputes, Derivative Actions, Partnership
Disputes, Business Torts and Other Contract Claims
Intellectual Property & Technology

Paola M. Armeni

Gordon Silver Attorneys and Counselors at Law

9

Name

Brian Anderson

Practice Emphasis

4
6

Las Vegas

Government Investigations & Business Crimes

Formerly of Greenberg Traurig

Las Vegas

5

Santoro Driggs Walch

Las Vegas

Corporate Securities
Construction Litigation, Commercial Litigation,
Contractor Licensing and Administrative Matters

Brownstein Hyatt Farber Schreck

Las Vegas

Litigation

5

Snell & Wilmer

Las Vegas

6

Severin Carlson

Kaempfer Crowell

Reno

Candace Clark

Gordon Silver Attorneys and Counselors at Law

Las Vegas

Commercial Litigation
Natural Resources, Commercial Litigation,
and Administrative Law
Corporate Restructuring, Bankruptcy and Insolvency Issues

Las Vegas

Litigation

2
4

Eric T. Blum
Shemilly Briscoe
Adam Bult
Justin Carley

Lewis and Roca

Lindsay Demaree

5

7
3

Las Vegas

Commercial Litigation and Eminent Domain Matters

David Freeman

Holland & Hart

Las Vegas

Business and Commercial Litigation, Litigation

6

Christopher Frey

Washoe County Public Defender

Reno

Criminal Defense

2

Pearl L. Gallagher

Lionel Sawyer & Collins

Las Vegas

Business Law

6

Leslie S. Godfrey

Greenberg Traurig

Las Vegas

Litigation

6

Brownstein Hyatt Farber Schreck

Las Vegas

Gaming Law

6

Anthony J. DiRaimondo

Kelley Nyquist Goldberg

Brownstein Hyatt Farber Schreck

Garrett D. Gordon
Spencer H. Gunnerson

Lewis and Roca

Reno

Kemp, Jones & Coulthard

Las Vegas

Zoning, Planning and Land Use, Government Relations,
Real Estate Transactions
Commercial, Real Estate and Title Litigation

5

6
9

John Gutke

Fox Rothschild

Las Vegas

Commercial Litigation

Dan Ivie

Lewis and Roca

Las Vegas

DND

6

McDonald Carano Wilson

Reno

5

Brownstein Hyatt Farber Schreck

Las Vegas

Talitha B. Gray Kozlowski

Gordon Silver Attorneys and Counselors at Law

Las Vegas

Tax, Trust & Estates, Business Entities and Transactions, Energy, Real
Estate and Land Use Planning, Creditor’s Rights and Bankruptcy
Entity Formation & Maintenance, Mergers & Acquisitions, Equity and
Debt Financings, Restructurings and General Commercial Matters
Business Restructuring & Bankruptcy

Margaret W. Lambrose

Gordon Silver Attorneys and Counselors at Law

Las Vegas

Government Investigations & Business Crimes

1

Holland & Hart

Reno

Estate Planning

5

Evangelin Lee

Smith Currie & Hancock

Las Vegas

5

Debbie Leonard

McDonald Carano Wilson

Reno

Holland & Hart

Las Vegas

Litigation, Construction Law, Government Contracts
Appellate, Energy, Environment and Natural Resources, Real Estate
and Land Use Planning, Commercial and Complex Litigation
Litigation and Bankruptcy

Brent Keele
Albert Z. Kovacs

Dora Lane

Nicole E. Lovelock

20

Number of Years
Practicing in Nevada

Firm

Name

June 2012
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8
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Name

Number of Years
Practicing in Nevada

Location

Firm

Location

Brownstein Hyatt Farber Schreck

Las Vegas

Kelly McIntosh

Nutile Pitz & Associates

Henderson

Courtney Miller O’Mara

Lionel Sawyer & Collins

Reno

Litigation, Bankruptcy, Creditor-Debtor Rights

7

Fox Rothschild

Las Vegas

Financial Restructuring and Bankruptcy, Litigation

9

The O’Mara Law Firm  

Reno

Election Law, Personal Injury, Juvenile Defense and Civil Litigation

5

Brownstein Hyatt Farber Schreck

Reno

Mergers, Stock and Asset Sales and Acquisitions, Securities
and Captial Markets, Banking and Finance

4

Gunderson Law Firm

Las Vegas

Commercial and Business Litigation in Nevada and California

5

Holland & Hart

Reno

Labor and Employment

8

Lionel Sawyer & Collins

Reno

Transactional, Real Estate and Corporate Law

4

Greenberg Traurig

Las Vegas

Corporate Securities

6

Lionel Sawyer & Collins

Reno

Litigation, Bankruptcy, Creditor-Debtor Rights

5

Franchesca Van Buren

Las Vegas

Liane K. Wakayama

Marquis Aurbach and Coffing
Atkinson & Watkins

Las Vegas

Kravitz Schnitzer Sloane and Johnson

Las Vegas

Litigation, Intellectual Property, and Entertainment & Sports
General Civil Litigation, Estate Planning, Probate,
Trust Litigation and Guardianship
Civil Litigation – Personal Injury, Construction,
and Commercial Disputes
Commercial, Corporate, Real Property, and Catastrophic Injury

7

Las Vegas

Woodburn and Wedge

Reno

Commercial Law, Commercial Litigation and Bankruptcy Law

2

Parker, Nelson & Associates

Las Vegas

3

McDonald Carano Wilson

Reno

Woodburn and Wedge

Reno

McDonald Carano Wilson

Las Vegas

Pisanelli Bice

Las Vegas

DND
Commercial and Complex Litigation; Construction;
Employment and Labor; Intellectual Property
Civil Litigation and Employment Law
Creditor’s Rights & Bankruptcy; Commercial & Complex Litigation;
Government Affairs & Advocacy
Commercial Litigation

Gordon Silver Attorneys and Counselors at Law

Las Vegas

Kate Lowenhar-Fisher

Micaela Rustia Moore
David C. O’Mara   
Emily Phan
Catherine Reichenberg
Tim Riley
Brian H. Schusterman
Michael S. Shalmy
John D. Tennert

Justin Watkins
Tyler James Watson
Shay L. Wells
Amber White-Davidson
Jessica Woelfel
Joshua M. Woodbury
Ryan Works
M. Magali Wysong
Jamie Zimmerman

Mergers, Acquistions, Corporate Restructuring,
Reorganizations and Financings
Healthcare and Business Law

10
5

3
8
2

2
4
8
2

Commercial Litigation, Entertainment & Sports,
and Intellectual Property

3

15 Best Government Attorneys
Firm

Location

Number of Years
Practicing in Nevada

City of North Las Vegas

Las Vegas

12

F. Travis Buchanan

Henderson City Attorney’s Office

Henderson

7

Nicole J. Cannizzaro

Clark County District Attorney’s Office

Las Vegas

2

Alexander Chen

Clark County District Attorney’s Office

Las Vegas

5

Carla B. Higginbotham

United State’s Attorney’s Office

Reno

9

Michael W. Large

United State’s Attorney’s Office

Reno

6

Chad N. Lexis

Las Vegas City Attorney’s Office (Criminal Division)

Las Vegas

5

Ruth E. Miller

Nevada Office of the Attorney General

Las Vegas

21

Rafael A. Nones

Clark County Public Defender

Las Vegas

3

Lesley M. Pena

Clark County Public Defender (Juvenile Division)

Las Vegas

7

Lyon County District Attorney’s Office

Yerington

5

Henderson City Attorney

Henderson

12

Bethany R. Sanchez

City of North Las Vegas, City Attorney’s Office

North Las Vegas

7

Bryan K. Scott

Las Vegas City Attorney’s Office (Civil Division)

Las Vegas

21

Clark County District Attorney’s Office

Las Vegas

21

Name

Jeffrey F. Barr

Jeremy R. Reichenberg
Josh Reid

Robert Warhola

June 2012
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Your business
deserves
award-winning
service

very Nevada company, whether
a one-man operation or a large
corporation, has a brand. The
difference is some businesses
have defined and continually
reinforce theirs whereas others haven’t
and don’t.
“You’re brand is a living, breathing thing that you work on every day,”
said Dave Kirvin, partner at Las Vegasbased Kirvin Doak Communications,
which specializes in public relations
and marketing.

The Brand Concept

To learn more, please call (775) 461-2515 or
(702) 425-7152 or visit cnb.com

©2012 City National Bank

Your company’s brand is the relationship your customers, other consumers
and the general public have with your
business and your products or services.
“It’s a collection of ideas, expectations
and beliefs about you as a company. You
can describe and define it but can’t pick
it up and hold it,” said Randy Snow, chief
strategic officer and partner at R&R Partners, an advertising, marketing, public
relations, and public affairs firm with offices in Las Vegas, Reno and three other
U.S. cities.
Just as you have perceptions about
companies—what you think and believe
about, say, Apple or your local dry cleaner—others have ideas about your business.
“Your customers and the general public think something about you,” he said.
It’s not just companies; people (think
Kim Kardashian), countries (think North
Korea), political parties (think GOP) and
nonprofit organizations (think MADD)
are brands, too.
Anything done, said or delivered by
anyone in or on behalf of your company
represents your brand. That long list
includes how your employees treat customers, how you deliver service, what
your employees wear, the quality of
your product, how your office appears
and what your staff members post on
Facebook.

Step up to a higher level of service at City National.
Winner of seven 2011 Greenwich Excellence Awards
for overall service in business banking.

City National Business Banking

Member FDIC

June 2012
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Visual representations of your brand
include your logo, color scheme and
mascot—the sign-waving person on the
street corner dressed as Lady Liberty
represents the brand of Liberty Tax Service. Verbal ones are your tagline or the
attributes you use to describe yourself,
such as Renown Health’s “Skill. Expertise. Technology.” These cues help people identify your brand.
“They spark and ignite all of their
thoughts about the brand,” said Flip
Wright, vice president of strategy and innovation at The Glenn Group, a marketing, advertising and public relations company with Reno and Las Vegas offices.

Bevy of Benefits
A consistent, solid brand can let your
audience and potential customers know
what your company is about and what it
deems important. It can assign a positive
image to your business. It can reaffirm

Randy Snow
R & R Partners

why they should choose your organization when faced with options. It can help
people perceive the value of a new product or service immediately. If a brand
you like and trust releases a new product, you’re more open to it than a similar
item launched by a company you’re not
familiar with, or worse, don’t like.
“Really you want your brand to result in favorable awareness and sales,”
said Paula Yakubic, managing partner
of MassMedia Corporate Communications, an advertising, marketing and
public relations firm with Las Vegas and
Reno offices.

The Regional Transportation Commission of Washoe County is the communitydriven metropolitan planning organization that plans for, provides for, and
cares about current and future transportation and mobility needs.
You can rely on RTC to invest in public transportation, streets and
highways, and planning services to better meet our growing
community’s future needs and protect your quality of life.

Future SouthEast Connector Roadway.

Planning for Tomorrow. Improving Quality of Life.
Investing in Our Future.

This is Your RTC.
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Having a good brand has never been
more important, Kirvin said, simply because of how many choices people have
today in everything from the type of
gum they chew to the hair salon or barber they use. People tend to choose what
they know, the brand they trust, because
it’s usually comfortable and safe.
Because of the competition, it’s also
more crucial than ever to be proactive
in reinforcing your brand. Before you
can do that, though, you must define it.

Defining Your Brand
The best time to define your brand
is before you open your doors. If that’s
already happened, you still can do it, at
any time (sooner is better than later).
“The danger is, if you don’t do it,
you could be in a position of letting outside forces dictate who you are,” Kirvin
said. “You might be put into a position
where you have to compete based on
cost not quality or where your competition is dictating what your brand is.
That’s hard to come back from.”
To determine the vision for your
brand, ask you and your co-leaders
these questions: What do we want our
company to be? What do we want it to
stand for? Why does our company matter? Why would anyone care what we
do? How are we different? How are we
better than the competition? What are
our core values? What actions will support those values?
“You’re looking to find white space
where your brand can live, be different, be true to who you are, matter to
your consumer and be what they want,”
Wright said.
If you’ve already been in business
a while, you must determine what others—customers, potential consumers
and competitors—think of you, as that’s
the brand that exists for your company.
Do some research, both qualitative and
quantitative, to find out. Maybe you
send an electronic survey to your cus-

www.NevadaBusiness.com
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Dave Kirvin
Kirvin Doak
Communications

tomers, conduct some focus groups or
post a poll on Facebook. Do whatever’s
necessary to get the feedback. Some of
the questions to ask your customers are
what it is they think you do, what products or services you provide, what they
expect from your offerings in relation to
your competitors, how they feel about
your company, what you’re doing right
and what you could do better and how.
You’ll either discover your existing brand is consistent with what you
want it to be or not. If it’s not, you can
work to transform it into your idea for
it. When EMPLOYERS, a Reno-based
company that used to offer only Workers’ Compensation insurance, wanted
to better hone its brand, it determined
it wanted to represent and help small
businesses. So it worked to become
“America’s small business insurance
specialist,” which allowed it to expand
its offerings to include additional insurance products.
Regardless of where your brand
stands, you must reinforce it at all times.
That requires you to share your brand
vision with everyone who works for or
on behalf of (subcontractors) your company. Everyone needs to understand,
believe in and participate in delivering
it. When MGM shifted its brand from
“The City of Entertainment” to “Maximum Vegas,” it spent four months educating its staff about it and reiterating it
internally before taking it public.
“Your communication has to be
external to your customers and to the
world, and it also has to be internal and
to your own people,” Snow said. “You
have to be tireless.”

Brand Reinforcement
Vehicles
Your brand needs constant support.
Nearly everything your company does
affects it, so you must ensure, when possible, the impact always is positive.
“If Coca-Cola thought its brand was
solidified and never had to be reinforced,
it would never advertise,” said Kirvin.

Your business can reinforce its brand
through touchpoints, every contact or experience people have with your organization. This could be a conversation with
someone on the phone, the purchase of
merchandise via your website, a face-toface consultation about services, a press
conference in which you field media
questions, a conference call with your
investors and more.

For oUr ClIenTs, We’re CommIT Ted To

InnovATE

from left:
Jennifer Gores, Bruce Leslie,
Doug Kurdziel, Manita Rawat,
Robert Reid, Matt Kreutzer,
Gordon Goolsby, Derek Jamison

forward-thinking practice of law and firm management

CollaborATE
advoCATE
developing partnerships with clients based on trust

leveraging knowledge, experience and commitment to long-term relationships

FaCIlItATE

delivering strategic solutions at rates structured
to provide significant value
with finesse to
nEgotIATE operating
ensure successful outcomes

ThaT’s armsTrong Teasdale. AT.

Las Vegas 702.678.5070
Reno 775.322.7400
armstrongteasdale.com
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Other branding vehicles are advertising, marketing and public relations, a major component of which is social media.
“Social media is a tool to further your
brand just like any other marketing communications tool,” said Stephanie Kruse,
partner with KPS/3, a Reno-based marketing agency.
If you take advantage of social media, you want to engage your audience in
such a way they’ll talk about your brand
the way you want them to.
“Engagement is the word of the day in
terms of social media,” she said. “It’s not
just blurting at them and making them
aware. It’s really trying to make sure you
engage them in some way so they don’t
feel like they’re being talked at.”
Some ways to do so are through a
“resource-rich, information-packed, intriguing blog,” Kruse said, video, imagery or testimonials—all of which are
accompanied by the invitation for them
to share their thoughts. “Edible Reno-
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Flip Wright
The Glenn Group

Tahoe,” a Reno-based food magazine,
uses social media well to reinforce its
brand, Kruse said, with lots of information, recipe sharing, imagery and reviews.
An advantage to social media is it can
afford you third-party credibility, the
voice of consumers, for example, who
review your products or services on platforms like Yelp and TripAdvisor and tell
others about them.
The downside, though, is you can’t
ultimately control how those conversations evolve and what people write about
your company.

It’s best to have methods like Google
Alerts in place to track what’s being said
about your company. Listen to the ongoing conversations. If someone is bragging about your brand, engage them. If,
on the other hand, someone is ranting
about it, it may be best to leave it alone.
Yet, objectively evaluate whether there’s
validity to what they’re saying and, if so,
take steps to improve whatever it is.
“Always have people [internally]
looking at media, advertising, Twitter
and the blogs, honestly, daily,” Snow
said. “It sounds like a lot of work, and it
is.”
Your company may find itself in the
middle of an external issue it has nothing to do with, like Skittles and the Trayvon Martin controversy earlier this year.
How you respond to a situation like that,
if you deem you should, must reflect
your brand.
“You have to be ready for that on a
daily basis,” Snow said.

www.NevadaBusiness.com
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Major Media Revolution
Today’s milieu for branding is radically different from that of 15 or more
years ago. People used to get their information solely from television, magazines,
newspaper and/or radio and the conversation was one way and passive, a company
telling the public about its offerings. Now,
the public actively seeks out information,
retrieves it in many more ways, particularly through the Internet with news sites,
corporate sites and types of social media
networks, and can obtain it any time of
day or night, oftentimes in real time.
“Now it’s a dialogue,” Snow said. “I
as a company say something to you as a
customer. You say something back, and
you say something to other customers.”
Customer communications can be instantaneous and worldwide. The ubiquitous nature of cell phones containing cameras and video cameras also plays a role.
The result is companies can feel the effects

Legal
Opinions

T

Damaging Your Brand
Stephanie Kruse
KPS/3

of negative brand recognition quickly.
“If I walk into a restaurant and there’s
something bad on the floor, I can take a
picture of it with my cellphone, post it
on Facebook and share it with 800 of my
friends,” Yakubic said.
Today, there are many more touchpoints than in the past. Where there used
to be about five or six channels through
which people could connect and interact
with your company, now there are thousands, Wright said.
“A lot of the time, too, you’re not even
necessarily in control of those touchpoints,” he added.

A major way your company can harm
its brand is by not delivering on the promise
you’ve set forth. If you’re known for your
quality, putting out a shoddy item or providing a subpar service can mar your brand.
If you do something or make a decision that veers too far from how people
have come to know your company, you
risk confusing them and, ultimately,
damaging your brand.
If your employees post something
negative about your company or a boss,
co-worker or, even worse, a customer, that
can spread rapidly and harm your brand.
Similarly, if anyone communicating via
social media for your company does it inappropriately or incorrectly, talking at rather
than engaging the public or not really understanding the brand, they can bore and turn off
people, causing them to stop paying attention.
Continues on page 44

A Resource of
Doing Business
in Nevada
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he November issue of Nevada Business Magazine will include a special
editorial feature written by some of the state’s most prominent attorneys
and addressing issues of concern to those doing business in Nevada.

TWO FOR ONE: Legal firms placing a full page, four-color ad will have the
opportunity to have one of their attorneys published, with the editorial placed in
a two-page spread with the ad. Editorial must be relevant and provide useful
information to business owners. Limited exclusivity is available based on specific
issues and topics. Categories are available on a first-come, first-served basis.

Editorial must be submitted by September 28, 2012.
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representative for further details.
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What do you wish you would have learned
at the beginning of your career?
I spent some time early in my career
practicing in an area I really didn’t enjoy. It
took me a while to find out there was an area
(government affairs) where I could practice
and that I had the acumen for.
What would you want your legacy to future
generations to be?
Ideally I would hope to be able to influence
government to be more responsive to the
needs of the everyday business person while
still effectively weighing the interests of all its
citizens.
What business advice would you give
someone just starting in your industry?
As with many areas, it’s a difficult time in the
legal profession. Young attorneys have to be
flexible in the areas they will practice. In the
current climate, it is important not to shut
any doors.
What is the biggest challenge
your industry is facing?
With the slowdown, there will be limited
growth in demand for legal services. We
are in the midst of a restructuring and
consolidation in the local legal market.
I expect this to continue. Many of the
practices that have been successful over
the last few decades will no longer be as
effective.

Ed Garcia
Partner
Holland & Hart
Las Vegas
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What is the best perk of your career?
I can honestly say it is the ability to help
people. And I’m not just talking about the
well-heeled sophisticated business client;
I am talking about the people I come in
contact with in every day life. They may have
a legal issue, but they don’t know where to
begin. Even if it is not an area I’m versed in,
I put them in touch with someone who can
help.
What is the worst criticism
you have overcome?
Having been told I was overly aggressive or
confrontational. Early in my career I would
sometimes think that was the way to be
successful. Over the years I’ve learned that
approach is often counter-productive.
www.NevadaBusiness.com
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Republic Services
Unveils Renewable
Energy Facility

Insurcorp Merges with
Brown & Brown

A University of Nevada, Reno web-based course, its instructor and instructional
designer have, for the fourth consecutive year, won the Blackboard Exemplary
Course Award for the Principles of Biological Investigations class offered at
the school. The international award recognizes innovative courses that use
technology to enhance learning.

©2012 hutchison & steffen

Republic Services and Energenic have
unveiled the Apex landfill renewable
energy generating facility. The facility is
expected to generate enough electricity
to power over 10,000 homes in Southern
Nevada. NV Energy has entered into a 20year power purchase agreement for the sale
of energy produced from the 12-megawatt
landfill gas powered facility.

University of Nevada, Reno Receives
International Award

Insurcorp, one of Nevada’s largest health
and welfare brokerage and consulting
firms has merged with national insurance
company Brown & Brown Insurance.
Insurcorp intends to retain decisionmaking authority and carrier relationships
at the local level and utilize Brown &
Brown’s 200 office network. The merged
company will be known as Brown &
Brown Insurance of Nevada.

Nevada State Drought
Response Plan Revised
The Nevada State Climate Office, Division
of Emergency Management and Division
of Water Resources have updated the plan
responsible for state agency communication
and coordination on drought monitoring,
response and mitigation. The plan clarifies
and updates inter-agency coordination
and sets guidelines for types of drought
considerations and actions on a county
level, while standardizing the process
nationwide.

READY, SET, WIN.

las vegas
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salt lake city

phoenix

PECCOLE PROFESSIONAL PARK
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Arnold Lopez, NV Energy • Somer Hollingsworth, Nevada Development Authority
John Ramous, Henderson Development Authority • Terri Janison, Economic Development – Governor’s Office
Bob Anderson, Holland & Hart • Terri Sheridan, City of North Las Vegas – Economic Development
Bill Arent, City of Las Vegas – Economic and Urban Development
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A

phrase that’s been bounced
around everywhere this year,
economic development, has become a hot topic in boardrooms
across the state. With Governor
Sandoval’s guarantee to make economic
development a priority for his administration, a fire has been lit throughout Nevada.  
Executives representing various economic
development agencies throughout the state
recently met at the Las Vegas office of Holland & Hart to discuss new approaches to
economic development and tried and true
methods to boost Nevada’s economy.
Connie Brennan, publisher of Nevada
Business Magazine, served as moderator
for the event. These monthly meetings are
designed to bring leaders together to discuss
issues pertinent to their industries.  Following is a condensed version of the roundtable
discussion.

How has Governor
Sandoval’s
New State Plan
affected Economic
Development?
Terri Janison: When the governor and my
boss, Director Steve Hill, laid that plan out,
[they] put a challenge out: 50,000 jobs by
40

June 2012

the end of 2014.  It’s not that our office is
going to be the one to create that. We’re
hoping to work with people across the state.
We’re able to complement the work that is
already going on to get 50,000 jobs.
Somer Hollingsworth: In essence, it brings
all of us together. Everybody has always
done their thing throughout the state and you
have to remember that, for awhile, there was
no relationship with the state. They were
kind of doing their own thing. We’ve got a
fabulous governor.  He’s on fire.  He’ll visit
companies all over the place. We haven’t had
that in years and years. He gets economic
development; he really understands it. It’s
an opportunity to be transparent. We know
what they are doing. They know what we’re
doing. We know what the state is doing. If
we need the state, we bring them in and get
them involved. Steve Hill will tell you, it’s
bottoms up, but we still need them; we need
their ability. The devil is always in the details. We’ve never had anything like this. If
you look at the response of the companies,
they are calling just because the buzz is out
there. We think it’s a great move for everybody.  It’s a lot stronger when you’re unified
than when you are a little individual. We’re
giving it all the support we possibly can.
Janison: We’re seeing that literally statewide. We found that the statewide part of
the plan is to ensure there is a more regional

effort. We’ve never had to do it before. As a
new person to this arena, it’s been fabulous
to watch and see all those conversations and
people working together and move that forward. I think that is part of the whole goal
to build unity in the state.
John Ramous: It’s something that should
have been done a long time ago. The need
is here and the opportunity is here. Everybody is on board, for the most part, of
seeing progress moving forward to really
get the engine going again and to make it
a permanent solution for the state. I think
the collaborative efforts from the private
and public side are finally coming together,
being engaged and finally a plan that everybody can believe in.
Janison: I think you hit it on the head. One
thing the governor said is that this isn’t going to happen overnight. But, we can build
that foundation you just referred to, so, as
time moves on and we grow and things are
going positive, that we never find ourselves
in this situation. We need to build that foundation in his administration and hopefully
bring Nevada to where it needs to be and
sustain it. That is probably the biggest goal
aside from the 50,000 jobs.

Does Nevada
properly fund
economic
development
compared to other
states?
Arnold Lopez: No.
Bob Anderson: No, I think they haven’t.
When we see start-up companies that are
coming to town looking for money, they
will tell you, “The State of Maryland had
a $500 million fund and they would do X
and Y.”  I don’t think we’re doing enough,
but we have a great start here. We have a
governor who is enthused about this. He
understands the need. We have to get capital here starting the process and you have
to walk before you run. I’m hoping that, in
the next legislative session, we can increase
some of these dollar amounts.
www.NevadaBusiness.com
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Bill Arent: It’s not the amount of funding.
It’s how are we funding businesses and strategically, what are we doing? It’s a different
business climate today than it was 10, 15, 20
years ago. One of the things I was delighted to see in the governor’s plan is language
like “return on investment”. That is how the
state should look at its investment. We start
to get the investments we’re making directly and we demonstrate that case for success;
then, over time, we can scale it up. Putting
the investments in the right places is critically important. UNLV has set up a technology office and has an office of economic
development. I don’t think they ever have
had one. So, sending the message down that
we’re going to invest in the right places is
incredibly important. That is where we’re
moving in the right direction.
Lopez: When you think of 50,000 jobs
and job quality, we’re looking at wages
and benefits, probably an investment of
over two and a half billion dollars, just in
wages and benefits.  When you talk about
all of the things that go into making 50,000
jobs happen, you’re looking at a hefty sum
well beyond the two and a half billion dollars that are required to invest to make that
happen. It’s not just simply waving a magic
wand and saying 50,000 jobs are going to
come here. It’s complicated and expensive,
but then, there is a simple way. There are
50,000 businesses in the State of Nevada, at
least. I think there are 160,000 to be honest with you. So, if a third of the businesses
added one person, there are the 50,000 jobs
and we’re done. How simple is that?
Janison: You hit it on the head. Does the
state fund it well enough? Well, the answer
as you said is no. But, is it really the state’s
responsibility to do it all? I think that is
where public and private partnerships are
going to be successful.  You can’t just count
on the state to fix it.  It’s got to be a combination.
Ramous: It’s probably even more expensive to bring those businesses from out of
state.   It’s not insignificant.   Certainly we
want to attract those, but don’t overlook promoting existing business. What easier way
to create new business than by expanding
as opposed to putting those dollars into new

been a big piece of the puzzle, expanding
the existing companies.  You know, 50,000
jobs in three years is a lofty goal. It could
take two years to bring in a company that
is going to create 500 jobs. Three years for
50,000, we have to deal from within first.
Lopez: My concern is that, when we get focused on the number, 50,000 jobs created,
we’re going to wake up and say, “We have
50,000 jobs, let’s stop.” To me, that is the
base, the floor.  We lost over 15,000 jobs in
the last couple of years, 50,000 jobs is not
enough. [We need] to retrain people who are
unemployed and get back to where we have
the economic sustainability in our cities and
local governments, in the state coffers and
all the requirements we have in the state.
Just to provide a quality of life here is going
to take a lot more than 50,000 jobs. That’s
infrastructure. We’ve got a lot of vacancy the minimum, what beyond the 50,000 can
here in town, let’s address that issue first.   we do? It doesn’t seem impossible.
Certain parts of Southern Nevada have a
huge amount of inventory, office, retail.  To
a certain extent, you’re seeing different use
of the business building being critical as opposed to an investment. That is an opportunity. You will get more value return invest- Hollingsworth: Prior to the recession, the
ment on those existing infrastructure than southwestern United States was the future.
bringing in new ones.   You have to work That is going to happen again as this recessmart and make sure there’s accountability sion begins to fade. Southern Nevada can be
with each dollar.
the center, the capital of the new West. LoJanison: I was surprised by how much gistically, we’re perfectly located. We have
existing businesses are not aware of those infrastructure that is second to none. Our
incentives that are available. They think connectivity is amazing. Everything is new
it’s for new companies coming in. I said, here. We have the opportunity to blow the
“Listen, you guys are going to expand, you doors off. I think we need to take advantage
can apply for the same rebates and training of that. The next one and a half, two years,
dollars for your employees.” That is going the growth is going to start to roll. We have
to be our responsibility for our office.  We a huge opportunity right now. We’ll be one
hope that others will communicate that, but great big fat happy family together talking
it’s important for us to communicate well to these companies and bringing everybody
so people know what is available from our to the table.
state.
Ramous: That is the key. Whether a busiTerri Sheridan: That is part of business re- ness goes to North Las Vegas or Henderson
tention, being able to get out in your commu- or the City, we all win. That’s the thing that
nity and finding out how they’ve expanded I’m hearing, it’s more and more of “Southand do they have plans for expansion. It’s a ern Nevada” as opposed to one municipality
way to get to those 50,000 jobs. Then, when or another.  You’re starting to see everybody
you’re out there, you can educate people on champion behind everyone to support them.
other plans, whether it be the incentives or Janison: We have the same thing in the
other ways that the municipalities and gov- North from a state perspective, EDAWN
ernment can help them out. That has always and NNDA are doing the same thing and

What is Nevada’s
primary selling point?
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the rurals are coming together as opposed
to working individually. They have different needs and different strengths and
weaknesses, they are trying to figure out
what is best for them to work together and
make their area successful.
Ramous: [You also have the] cost of living.
You’re seeing a change of mind-set.  Five
years ago, the companies are coming in
saying, “My employees can’t buy a house.”
You have to promote what is out there right
now. There is an opportunity. Where can
you find $75 a square foot homes?   It’s
pretty rare in a growing economy.
Sheridan: Cost of living and quality of
life, whether looking to the arts and parks
or the trail system for outdoor enthusiasts.
I don’t think a lot of people are aware of
our recreational opportunities. We always
used to say it was Mt. Charleston and Lake
Mead and everything in between, it captures everyone.
Hollingsworth: Thirty-nine million a year
come here and raise hell and they never
see the other side of this town. They don’t
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know we have a ski resort 45 minutes from
here. They don’t know there are pine trees
out your back door and snow on the mountain caps and more churches per capita
than any community in the United States.
Anderson: I tell people it’s a business
friendly environment and they like to hear
that. Often times, they are coming from
California or back East where it’s not business friendly. We may over promote that
it’s no tax. People come here, they might
be interested in Nevada because of low
tax, but that is really where the discussion
stops. They start asking about schools and
business environment; we need to work on
that.
Janison: That is what we talked about and
the conversation is continuing. It’s gaining
momentum, which is great. We’ve been
our own worst enemy. We don’t tell our
good stories about the positives. We do
have great things going on, we have to do
a better job about telling the positives because there are amazing things going on
out here.

What does the future
look like?
Hollingsworth: We have to stay focused on

economic diversification. We have a long road
in front of us, we can’t walk away from this.
We have everything together for the first time
ever. We’ve got to bring other companies in to
take the pressure off the strip.
Janison: Let me go back to the state again, we
need to go on all the strengths. That is what
is happening in the North as well. We’ve not
looked at that over the years. We really need
to make sure that the state grows. We have to
focus on state efforts.

According to a poll released by Campaign
for a Fair Settlement, 70 percent of
independent likely voters in Nevada
disapprove of President Obama’s handling of
the housing and mortgage crisis.
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Continued from page 27

A Few Tips
Do what you’ve shown and told the public
you’ll do.
“Practice what you preach,” Wright said.
“If your real reason for being is to provide the
best customer service in the world, then you
pretty much need to do it.”
Ensure all your actions and messages are
consistent with your brand. Before you act or
speak, as yourself: Does this seem like something our brand should do? Does this make
sense considering what people think of us?
Does our audience believe we have the expertise to do this? How have we positioned
ourselves before this?
“Understand who you are, live that and
never stop listening to your customers,” Snow
said.
Implement and follow procedures for
tracking and reassessing your branding efforts and implementing changes in areas that

Paula Yakubik
MassMedia

need improvement. MassMedia measures its
branding monthly, Yakubic said, and its executives get together twice a year to ensure
they’re continuing on the track they set out
for themselves. In one of those reevaluation
meetings, they saw a need to improve quality
control. So they added three steps to ensure
the ultimate quality of their outgoing work
was impeccable.

What To Expect
Some phenomena related to branding
likely to take place in the future include the
burgeoning of user and consumer review-
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based platforms, like Chowhound and Amazon. Already these sites are growing in use
and popularity.
“To be able to try to engage and encourage
reviewers, I think, is going to be important for
any brand to do and make sure they’re communicating with their customers to review,”
Kruse said.
Expect more and more apps for the mobile platform that will allow consumers to
connect with one another, compare and review products and services, and more.
The evolving technology will allow companies to continue to “slice their audience
much, much thinner,” Snow said, to identify
and target niche, or vertical, markets. Certain
networks like Facebook and LinkedIn already are more segmentable.
“Even large mass marketers (Budweiser,
Ford, etc.) are finding niches within niches
and producing specific messages for specific
products for specific markets,” he added.
Today, a brand transaction can occur
within three seconds, allowing people to have
quick gratification in a brand experience.
“It will exponentially continue to do that,”
Wright said.
More ways will emerge to obtain data
about your brand and then measure and analyze it for effectiveness.
How all of this will unfold and what it will
look like down the line remain unclear. What
is known, however, is this, which Kirvin
highlighted:
“You’ll find very few successful companies without a positive brand identity.”

In Brief
According to a report released by Connect
Nevada, broadband plays a key role in
business performance and has implications
for a continued economic recovery. Online
sales in Nevada account for around
$2.7 billion in annual sales revenue and
broadband-connected businesses bring in
approximately $300,000 more in annual
median revenues than their non-broadband
adopting counterparts. The report was based
on a survey of 804 Nevada businesses.
www.NevadaBusiness.com
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The West Fires Back

Utah takes land-rights issue to next level …

will Nevada be next?

S

ome will call it an ultimatum.
It is. But an ultimatum is often
necessary when one party refuses to recognize the constitutional
rights of another.
And that’s why Utah Gov. Gary Herbert
recently signed into law legislation challenging the federal government’s authority
to occupy state lands. Utah’s HB 148, the
Transfer of Public Lands Act, sets a hard
deadline — Dec. 31, 2014 — for federal
authorities to relinquish control of federally
occupied lands to that state.
Standing by when Gov. Herbert signed
the bill into law were important members of
his state’s congressional delegation, including U.S. Sens. Orrin Hatch and Mike Lee.
Their presence indicated that Congress will
soon be forced to address an issue of paramount importance to our federalist system
of government that has, for too long, simply
been swept under the rug and ignored: the
Equal Footing doctrine.
Utah’s latest move actually piggybacks
onto a series of moves made by Nevada
lawmakers over the past several decades
that asserted the Silver State’s right to be
accepted into the Union on an equal basis
with the original states. The congressional
enabling act that authorized statehood for
Nevada, after all, proclaimed that Nevada
“shall be admitted into the Union upon an
equal footing with the original states, in all
respects whatsoever.”
It then went on, however, to stipulate
conditions for Nevada’s acceptance into
the Union to which the original states were

never subjected. Key among those conditions was the requirement that Nevadans
“disclaim all right and title to the unappropriated [as of 1864] public lands lying
within [the state’s borders].”
In 1979, Nevada lawmakers passed into
law the original “Sagebrush Rebellion” statute. It challenged the federal government’s
authority to occupy most of the land within
the state’s borders, based upon the argument that the occupation violates the state’s
Equal Footing rights.
Legislators asserted that “the attempted
imposition upon the State of Nevada by the
Congress of the United States of a requirement in the enabling act that Nevada ‘disclaim all right and title to the unappropriated public lands lying within said territory,’
as a condition precedent to acceptance of
Nevada into the Union, was an act beyond
the power of the Congress of the United
States and is thus void.”
Indeed, federal case law supports the original claims of Nevada lawmakers. One notable
U.S. Supreme Court opinion that was explicitly cited by lawmakers at the time, Pollard v.
Hagan, says, “…the United States never held
any municipal sovereignty, jurisdiction, or
right of soil in and to the territory of which Alabama or any of the new states were formed;
except for temporary purposes.” As soon as
new states were formed, said the high court,
“the power of the United States over these
lands as property was to cease.”

In the mid-1990s, Nevadans took another step toward freeing our state of federal land dominion by acting to repeal the
disclaimer of interest in public lands from
the state’s constitution. Nevada lawmakers voted unanimously in 1993 and 1995
to strike that provision from the state’s
constitution and the motion received
overwhelming popular support on a 1996
ballot question.
As a result, the disclaimer of interest
no longer appears in the current version
of Nevada’s constitution. But a curious
footnote remains, indicating that, because
the provision was required by the state’s
congressional enabling act, repeal cannot
become effective without congressional
consent or until “a legal determination is
made that such consent is not necessary.”
Not surprisingly, Congress has failed
to act in the 15 years since Nevadans approved the constitutional amendment.
Now that our neighbors to the east have
raised the bar, Utah’s ultimatum can go
before the U.S. Supreme Court, which
has original jurisdiction over all cases between a state and the federal government,
under Article III, Sec. 2, Para. 2 of the
U.S. Constitution.
Other Western states are now considering similar legislation.
Given its history and its economic interest, Nevada should be next to rejoin the
fight.

Geoffrey Lawrence is deputy policy director at the Nevada Policy Research Institute.
June 2012
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Smart, Secure
& Simple Computing

S

ecurity concerns and procedures are an important part of running any business. Even in a small
company with 5 employees or less, being aware of
where data is being stored, who can access it and
how to take the first steps to protect it, is something
all business owners and executives should know.
In today’s fast changing technology environment, staying
on top of technology means surviving. It is important to understand that security is not just a technology issue but also
a people issue. Recent and recurring news stories show that
multi-million dollar corporations get their databases hacked
and their customer information stolen. How can we avoid
being at risk? Start by protecting intellectual assets, training
staff and keeping up to date with technology.

Set-up company technology policies and procedures
Businesses store lots of data in computers, such as accounting information, customer’s contracts, operations and business procedures and sensitive employee data. It is the company’s responsibility to keep it safe and secure from third party
vendors, competitors and employees.
Take the time to create confidentiality and non-disclosure
agreements, train staff on safe computing, such as Computer,
Network and Mobile devices security, HR security management and protection, and more.
For third party vendors, like accountants, IT professionals
or attorneys, make sure to have non-disclosure agreements
with them and also make sure that vendors are protecting the
company’s data as well.
Practice smart social media
A big part of marketing is having and constantly using the
company’s social media profiles. Many businesses hire or create a new position for this specific task. Protect the company by
creating a good practice policy to avoid posting negative comments about the company or customers. Social media can be
used to increase business to client communications by sharing
professional and relevant articles or comments, quick replies to
complaints, greetings or requests. Always review and approve
the content that will be posted on the company’s behalf.
Read the fine print
With so many online and cloud services choices, most people just look at the features and prices, but it is important to
46
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read the fine print. To make sure information is kept private
and the company is protected, read the terms and conditions
keeping an open eye for phrases such as: Information will be
public or posted on search results; by downloading this application you will be subscribed to our affiliate’s newsletters or
data won’t be available for download after subscriptions are
cancelled, etc.
If using a cloud based service, download data periodically
and store it off the cloud as another security precaution.
An example of a cloud based service that many businesses
are using is Intuit, the company offers QuickBooks Online
for businesses. They store and back up their customer data,
which is available for download after a number of days even if
the business cancels the monthly subscription or stops using
the service.
Protect online accounts
Use different password variations in online accounts to increase security. Some other ways to protect passwords is by
using redundant account verification, tools like Google Authenticator, or simply putting a phone number or secondary
recovery email on the account. These steps can make a big
difference on protection.
Update computers, networks, software and phones
Computer programs, apps and operating systems are constantly improved based on customer feedback and security
enhancements. When purchasing any one of them the company receives automatic updates that will make devices work
well and stay protected. Make sure all applications are to the
latest version, especially Windows and Mac security updates,
anti-virus and anti-malware protection. It is also a best practice to have a third party review applications to make sure
they are up to date.
Network Security
Many devices today require wireless access points, make
sure to have strong passcode authentication, such as WPA2,
and don’t give out the wireless password to guests. Supply
a guest wireless access point separate from the company’s
network and make sure it is also securely protected.

Nathan Whittacre, President, Stimulus Technologies
www.NevadaBusiness.com
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The Secret Business Killer
Hidden Fees in Retirement Plans

N

ew regulations from the Department of Labor (DOL) and
the Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA)
may expose business owners to personal liability for excessive retirement plan costs. This means that a business
owner’s personal assets may be exposed, should an employee decide to bring a lawsuit against the employer for breach of fiduciary duty. Most business owners do not have a solid understanding of
retirement plans or the proper guidance needed to absorb this liability.
Inside of 401(k) plans, 403(b) plans and 457 plans, lay an abundance of
hidden fees and compensation arrangements. The most troublesome
aspect of these fees is the majority are never shown on account statements. Investment expense ratios, turn-over fees, 12b-1 fees, fee sharing arrangements, third party administrator fees, custodial fees, and
brokerage fees, are just the tip of the iceberg. The abundance of hidden
fees inside retirement plans has led to an overwhelming number of
lawsuits against employers, as well as heavy fines for breaches of fiduciary duty by the Federal Government.
These issues have become more common since the 2008 US Supreme Court case LaRue v. DeWolf, Boberg and Associates, Inc.
where the court opened the door for employees to sue plan sponsors
for breach of fiduciary duty. This landmark case allowed for two potentially costly concerns: First, the court found in favor of the plaintiff,
allowing for potential future lawsuits against plan sponsors’ personal
assets. Secondly, the court found that an individual could sue their employer for breach of fiduciary duty. Prior to this case, the legal precedent was that breach of fiduciary duty cases were typically brought
under class action litigation. The subtle changes in legal precedent may
lead to more lawsuits against smaller employers. As it stands now, if
an employee feels disgruntled regarding their retirement plan, they no
longer have to convince a group of fellow employees to join in class
action litigation.
The employer has a fiduciary liability under the retirement plan.
Most plan sponsors do not fully understand or recognize these responsibilities to their employees and that breaching those responsibilities
may lead to liability. For business owners, this means personal assets
could be at-risk. In the last two years, there have been a massive number of lawsuits filed against plan sponsors. In 2009 alone, US District
Courts adjudicated 9,300 lawsuits against employers for breach of fiduciary duty in retirement and health benefit plans. Many of these suits
were against small business owners and non-Fortune 500 companies.
Most retirement plans consist of mutual funds, either through brokerage platforms or insurance products like variable annuities. According
to the DOL, there are up to 26 hidden fees in most mutual funds. Inside
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variable annuities, the fees can be much higher. The overwhelming
majority of these expenses are not displayed on account statements or
the prospectus. For plan sponsors and employees alike, this revelation
may come as a shock. The most common fee shown for owning a mutual fund is the expense ratio, but in addition to the expense ratio, other
costs can add 2% to 3% in annually expenses. I have seen fees as high
as 7% per year. The amount of investment expenses inside a plan are
directly related to the liability the business owner holds.
Many are under the false impression that retirement plans are free.
In fact, a recent study by the American Association of Retired Persons (AARP) found that 71% of employees believe they do not pay any
retirement plan fees. Many business owners also erroneously believe
that their plans do not include any fees. This is typically due to the
idea that providers have not charged up-front fees, but hidden costs in
these plans eat up massive amounts of retirement savings. A typical
Google search of XYZ 401(k) plan can provide data from independent
retirement research firms like Bright Scope. Now an employee can see
the amount that excessive fees may be costing them over the course of
employment. For plan sponsors, this prospect should be frightening.
Plan sponsors are required to provide employees with transparent
and accurate fee information. Beginning August 31, 2012, employees are required to have all associated fees disclosed through account
statements. Business owners and plan fiduciaries will have to itemize
these fees, according to the service provided. Should the fees for any
particular service be deemed too costly, it could be considered a breach
of fiduciary responsibility. Business owners need to be prepared to review retirement plans services in order to comply with these new regulations and protect themselves from litigation and penalties.
The key is suitability, not disclosure. Just because fees and arrangements are disclosed, it does not make them suitable for employees. Understanding the differences and limiting the scope of the plan sponsors’
fiduciary liability is where a strong partner can add value and security.
Under ERISA, employers face fiduciary scrutiny, but they have little
liability as to the performance of the actual plan. For ERISA-covered
plans, fiduciary oversight is more about the process than it is the results.
Business owners can eliminate the majority of potential plan concerns
by properly structuring and utilizing the services of independent fiduciaries with experience in managing retirement plans. While the
full scope of potential liabilities could encompass an entire book, by
understanding the liabilities in this article, you can take the first steps
towards protecting your retirement and financial security.

Tony DePasquale is the President of Elysien Private Wealth.
www.NevadaBusiness.com
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THE
GREEN
LIGHT
By Howard Riell

Transportation in Nevada

T

here remains a good degree of
uncertainty in Nevada’s transportation sector but also plenty
of determination, innovation
and well justified optimism.
Money is tight and legislative action often unpredictable, of course. But work on
many fronts is proceeding, with a raft of
projects being completed, green-lighted

or planned in an industry that by its very
nature spurs growth in nearly all others.
From airports to roadways, interchanges, express transit and more, Nevada is –
quite literally – increasingly on the move.
The June 27 opening of the $2.4 billion
Terminal 3 at McCarran International
Airport may eventually double the number of international visitors who come

to Las Vegas each year. The terminal,
with its own infrastructure of roadways,
boarding gates, baggage claim, check-in
counters, baggage ramps and 6,000-space
parking garage, replaces the outdated
Terminal 2. The seven gates set aside for
international traffic should be running at
capacity during peak travel periods this
summer. The Las Vegas Convention and
June 2012
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Visitors Authority is kicking in nearly
half a million dollars over the next two
years for a joint marketing campaign with
Copa Airlines, a Panamanian carrier that
begins non-stop service between Panama
City and Las Vegas on June 27.
McCarran International Airport’s Terminal 3 is the largest component of the
Clark County Department of Aviation’s
ongoing capital improvement plan, according to Chris Jones, Public Affairs &
Marketing Manager for the Clark County
Dept. of Aviation. It spans nearly 1.9 million square feet over three stories and include 14 gates, ticket counters, baggage
claim, a multi-story parking garage, retail and dining outlets and TSA security
checkpoints on two of the three levels. An
underground tram will shuttle travelers to
and from the D concourse, which is currently fed exclusively through Terminal 1.
The flexibility of processing passengers
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Brian Kulpin
Reno-Tahoe
Airport Authority

through another terminal is expected to
greatly ease congestion throughout McCarran, particularly at Terminal 1, which
was built to handle just 42 million annual
passengers but has exceeded that figure in
recent years.
“It means that McCarran is going to
have the capacity that it needs to get up to
53 million passengers,” says Jones. “When
we’ll get to that number will be dictated by
the economy and when people travel. It is
an absolutely significant project in terms
of the history of the airport, and what it’s
going to mean for Southern Nevada.” As
recently as 2007 the airport saw nearly 48
million people; the number dropped to
41.5 million last year.
“The other critical key
is that it will allow us to
handle more international air service directly,” Jones points
out. “We have four
gates for international at present. We’ll have
seven in the
new facility.”
Indeed,
airport officials
have already
seen an impact
in terms of international air
service. “We have
added three new
international carriers
just as a result of having
the space to accommodate
them.”
But McCarran isn’t the only airport being improved.

“Our airport is undergoing a massive
renovation project right now,” reports
Brian Kulpin, Vice President of Marketing and Public Affairs for the RenoTahoe Airport Authority. “We’re redoing
the entire terminal, and we call that the
Gateway Project.” The authority is just
putting the finishes touches on an all-new
bag-claim area. “What we’ve done is taken what we consider to be the best of our
region, which is the Tahoe look and feel,
and extend that from our ticket lobby all
through bag claim. The next phase going
into next year is to extend it into the rest
of the terminal.”
Part of what Kulpin concedes is a “pretty ambitious project” involves moving the
airport’s two security checkpoints downstairs to the first floor and combining
them. “That consolidated security checkpoint will go where our food court is.” All
of the food establishments and stores will
then be moved upstairs. Why do it?
“In today’s airport world, because of security, most people like to see the majority
of the food, beverage and concessions past
security,” Kulpin explains. “They want to
get through security, be able to take a deep
breath and then have what we in our industry call dwell time -- time to sit down, get a
bite to eat and maybe shop.”
Moving security down and food and
retail up will allow the authority to “create a more attractive airport with better
stores, better restaurants, and really make
the all-important first and last impression
on people coming and going from the
community. Thus we call it the Gateway
project.”
The Reno-Tahoe Airport Authority is
also looking to build an emergency operations center and terminal building at Reno-Stead Airport – according to Kulpin a
$6-million project – and a taxiway extension at Reno Tahoe International. RenoStead is a large general aviation airport
located in the North Valleys area, northwest of Reno’s central business district.
It has no regularly scheduled service,
functioning instead as a general aviation
reliever for the nearby Reno/Tahoe International Airport. “We’re also doing what
www.NevadaBusiness.com
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we call a general aviation aircraft apron,
which is basically a parting area for general aviation aircraft.” All told, he adds,
the next year will see about $43 million
in projects going on.
“We’re positioning this airport for the
economy recovery,” Kulpin concludes.
“We just did an economic impact study
that showed we generate $2 billion a year
for the local economy, so this airport being the best that it can be is vital to this
community. That’s why we’re putting this
investment in, keeping this airport at its
highest level and making that all-important first and last impression.”

Uncertain Times
“Gut level is that there is a lot of uncertainty because of the funding,” says
Susan Martinovich, Director of the
Nevada Department of Transportation,
“and because right now we don’t have a
federal transportation bill. We’ve been

Susan Martinovich
Nevada Department
of Transportation

going through continuing resolutions;
we don’t know when money is going to
be available, how much money is going to be available, or the criteria for
that funding. We have to be prepared
for everything.”
NDOT’s most immediate projects are
already funded, but funding, whether
from the federal or state governments,
comes in a variety of categories. “That’s
some of our challenge,” Martinovich
explains. “There are many funding categories. Some funding can only be spent
on, say, the interstate for maintenance.
There is some that can only be spent on

capacity; some that can only be spent
in Las Vegas, or only spent in Washoe
County. We don’t want to leave any
money on the table, so we’re adjusting
funding for the projects.”
At present, NDOT is waiting to get all
of its funding allocations for the Cactus
Interchange on I-15. “It’s a new interchange,” Martinovich notes. “Right now
it dead ends into I-15, so it will actually be
an interchange to extend Cactus east and
west along the I-15 corridor.”
There is also a pair of sizeable interstate maintenance projects on I-80 as well
as phase one of the Boulder City Bypass
project, which involves traffic improvements to US 93 in the Henderson and
Boulder City. “We’ve identified federal
funding for this year, but again we’re just
waiting for that last three months of funding because the current continuing resolution expires at the end of June.” Also in
process is a project to improve the I-580
interchange access between the South

YOU ARE A
BAD PARENT.
HURTS, DOESN’T IT? Words can be powerful and painful. Ask
a kid who’s being bullied. Or better yet, make a difference for
a kid. Find resources and take the pledge to help end bullying
in Nevada at flipthescriptnow.org.
June 2012
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Virginia Street southbound ramp (Exit
63) and Neil Road (Exit 62) in Reno. As
Martinovich concludes, “There is very
much to do.”
The fact that the state’s gas tax revenues have been flat or in a state of decline, together with the uncertainty of
federal monies, “has been a challenge to
our funding,” says Martinovich. “But that
being said, we’re looking at being creative
in still moving forward with these projects.” Being creative may mean breaking
some of the larger projects into smaller
ones.
“I believe that if you go for all or nothing you could end up with nothing,” Martinovich explains, “so we try to take steps
and phases to continue to move forward.”
The need to continue progressing extends
beyond the projects themselves, she adds.
“Transportation is one of those areas that
really does help the economy. If you have
a good transportation system with less
congestion and better safety that ultimately does help grow the economy. So that’s
been our focus, to keep moving.”
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Hangin’ In There
“I would say that we are surviving,” says
Tina Quigley, General Manager of the Regional Transportation Commission (RTC)
of Southern Nevada. “We’re not in a position
to be growing our infrastructure right now
due to funding challenges; we’re all based on
tax revenues, and that has been a challenge.”
Another factor is that RTC’s other
source of revenue is the motor vehicle fuel
tax, which has not changed since 1995.
“It’s been 9c per gallon since then, and it’s
not indexed to any factor, it’s just a flat 9c.
Our revenue from that source has not increased, so that’s a challenge.”
Quigley believes that funding for future
projects “is going to be the biggest challenge of all. I think that regionally, we’re
going to have to start thinking bigger
than we have in terms of infrastructure.
I attend planning meetings with the other
intermountain metropolitan transportation planning organizations -- from places
like Phoenix, Salt Lake, Denver and Reno
-- and it’s apparent to me that they have
put a lot of thought into how we’re going
to come back from this recession and how
they’re going to diversify their economies.
And a big component of that is investment in infrastructure.” For Nevada,
and Southern Nevada in particular, to be competitive,
she adds, they are going to have to start
thinking about
those types of
projects, as
well.

Quigley is convinced that commuters
can expect a further increase in gas prices, providing RTC with an opportunity to
start reaching out to those commuters with
its transit service. “That’s one of the goals
for this summer, and we’ve got a team of
people working on it,” she says.
One way will be by reaching out to
some of the major employers to create opportunities to talk with their employees.
“That will help us figure out where they
are working, where they are living, what
times of day they are commuting and
whether our services are matching their
needs. We’ve actually developed a pretty
successful grid system -- that’s the system
of transit corridors that goes East-West
and North-South -- and we’ve got some
express services that we’ve introduced
this last year.” All of the systems are seeing increased ridership.
Recently introduced express services
include the Strip & Downtown Express
(which provides a convenient option for
travel between the resort corridor and
downtown Las Vegas while also providing
service to the Fremont Street Experience,
World Market Center, Clark County Government Center and both Las Vegas Premium Outlet Malls); the Westcliff Airport
Express (providing residents of the western part of the valley with a fast limitedstop transit option to Downtown, the Strip,
and McCarran International Airport); and
the Henderson & Downtown Express (a
limited-stop route offering faster service
and fewer stops when traveling Boulder
Highway between Downtown Las Vegas
and Henderson). The Sahara Express rapid
transit line, which debuted on May 20, includes dedicated transit lanes along much
of Sahara Avenue, from Hualapai Way in
the western part of the valley to Boulder
Highway in the east and branches into
neighborhoods north and south of Sahara
Avenue near Nellis Boulevard.
Quigley believes that the months ahead
can prove to be an exciting time for Nevada transportation. “We’d like to see the
ability to grow our infrastructure and our
system as well, but we’re not in a bad place,
either.”
www.NevadaBusiness.com
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PROJECTS
Las Vegas, 89109
Hotel

Developer SBE and real estate firm Stockbridge Capital Group LLC have announced
that the shuttered Sahara Casino will be
redeveloped with construction expected
to begin by the end of summer 2012. The
owners have secured $300 million in funding and the casino is expected to reopen in
2014 under the new name SLS Las Vegas.

SALES
Las Vegas, 89120
Office

Hefetz 2002 Revocable Trust purchased 6,032 SF from Plaza Bank for
$315,000 or $52 PSF. The buyer was
represented by Shan Hefetz of Global
Real Estate Services and the seller was

represented by Cathy Jones of Sun
Commercial Real Estate. The property
is located at 5852 S. Pecos Rd.
APN # 161-31-114-003

Las Vegas, 89120
Office

Mazeppa LLC purchased 3,746 SF from
Glen Allen for $280,000 or $75 PSF. The
buyer was represented by Bill Walsh of
New Growth Commercial Real Estate
and the seller was represented by Jeremy Foley and Nick Barber of Gatski
Commercial Real Estate. The property
is located at 3035 E. Post Rd.
APN # 162-36-810-015

Las Vegas, 89134
Office

Verlaine LLC purchased 7,940 SF in Village Center Circle from Quality Properties Asset for $1,108,889 or $140 PSF. The
buyer was represented by Jarrad Katz of
NAI Las Vegas and the seller was represented by Eric Larkin of VOIT Commercial Real Estate. The property is located
at 1795 and 1805 Village Center Circle.
APN # 138-19-818-000

Reno, 89501
Office

Reno Land and Cattle Company purchased the 6,000 SF second floor of the
Palladio building from Palladio LLC for
$425,000 or $71 PSF. The property is located
on the Truckee River at 50 N. Sierra Street.
APN # 011-522-01 and 02

Reno, 89502
Office

P.E.T Family Trust purchased 15,689 SF
from Madison Properties LLC for $850,000
or $54 PSF. The buyer was represented by
NAI Alliance’s Office Properties Group
and Investment Group. The property is
located at 500 Ryland St.
APN # 013-011-29

500 Ryland St.

Las Vegas, 89113
Industrial

KTR Capital Partners purchased 71,678 SF
on 4.25 acres from Sunset Logistics Center,
LLC for $4.5 million or $63 PSF. The property
is located at 6445 Montessouri St.
APN # 163-34-810-016

Las Vegas, 89118
Industrial

KTR Capital Partners purchased 54,175 SF
from Rockin R Real Estate Investors, LLC
for $3,750,000 or $69 PSF. The property is
located at 5220 Cameron St.
APN # 162-30-202-029
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Las Vegas, 89115
Multi-Family

Sunset Terrace Partners LLC purchased a
220-unit apartment complex from Farmers & Merchant Bank of Long Beach for
$3,740,000 or $17,000 per unit. The seller
was represented by Patrick Sauter of NAI
Sauter Companies. The property is located at 2844 N. Walnut Rd.
APN # 140-18-204-001

Las Vegas, 89115
Multi-Family

Land Baron Properties NV, LLC purchased a 40-unit apartment complex
from Pacific Palms Apartments, LLC for
$1,790,000 or $44,750 per unit. The buyer
was represented by Gary Banner and Garry Cuff of Colliers International and the
seller was represented by Tom Papoulias
of NAI Capital. The property is located at
5072 Kell Lane.
APN # 140-20-701-026

CCIM
SPECIAL
REPORT
July 2012

LEASES
North Las Vegas, 89031
Office

R & R Residential Services, LLC leased
6,089 SF from Camino Al Norte LLC
for $146,867 on a three-year lease. The
landlord was represented by Michael
Holmes of Sun Commercial Real Estate.
The property is located at 5175 Camino Al
Norte. Reported monthly rent is $0.67 PSF.

Las Vegas, 89118
Office

Liberty Dental Plan Corporation leased
13,251 SF in the Rainbow Sunset Pavilion
from GY Rainbow Holdings for $2,013,401
on a 66-month lease. The tenant was
represented by Tom Stilley and Lizz Stilley
of Colliers International and the landlord
was represented by Randy Broadhead,
SIOR of CB Richard Ellis. The property is
located at 6385 S. Rainbow Blvd. Reported
monthly rent is $2.30 PSF.

Las Vegas, 89178
Retail

BJN 6, LLC leased 10,000 SF from SA Group
Properties, Inc. for $570,000 on a five-year
lease. Additionally, Blue Diamond Animal
Hospital, LLC leased 3,003 SF from SA
Group Properties, Inc. for $739,800 on a
126-month lease. The animal hospital was
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evada Business Magazine
has again partnered with
CCIM (Certified Commercial Investment Member) to produce
it’s annual focus on the organization
and commercial real estate in Nevada. The insert will reach a readership of over 82,000 decision makers
and will also be reprinted and used by
CCIM throughout the year.
The July issue presents a unique opportunity to reach an elite group of business leaders in commercial real estate.
Be a part of this special issue by calling
Nevada Business Magazine today.

Contact an account
representative for further details.

Call 702.267.6330
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represented by Maria Herman of MRH
Associates. The landlord was represented
by Cathy Jones of Sun Commercial Real
Estate, Inc. in both transactions. The
properties are located 8060 and 8090 Blue
Diamond Rd. Reported monthly rents are
$0.95 PSF and $1.96 PSF, respectively.

Las Vegas, 89103
Industrial

Adauctus Gihan Perera leased 10,365
SF from CVPropCo for $319,663 on
a 65-month lease. The landlord was
represented by Rob Lujan and Jason
Simon of Gatski Commercial Real Estate.
The property is located at 4630 Procyon St.
Reported monthly rent is $0.47 PSF.

Las Vegas, 89113
Industrial

Acrylic Tank Manufacturing of Nevada,
Inc. leased 5,284 SF in the Arroyo South
Business Center, Phase 1 from EJM Arroyo
South I Property, LLC for $107,820 on
a three-year lease. The landlord was
represented by Spencer Pinter of Colliers
International. The property is located
at 7020 W. Warm Springs Rd., Suite 140.
Reported monthly rent is $0.57 PSF.

Las Vegas, 89118
Industrial

Sienna Foods, LLC leased 5,984 SF in the Koll
Business Center from Valley View I, II, and III,
LLC for $228,816 on a three-year lease. The
tenant was represented by Brad Saunders of
Saunders Realty. Additionally, 3Wire Group
leased 5,929 SF in the center for $115,488 on a
three-year lease. Wayne Yeoman of Cactus
Commercial Real Estate represented 3Wire
Group. The landlord was represented by
Spencer Pinter of Colliers International in
both transactions. The properties are located
at 6125 S. Valley View Blvd., Suite D and C.
Reported monthly rents are $1.06 PSF and
$0.54 PSF, respectively.

Las Vegas, 89122
Industrial

Crown Worldwide Industrial LTD leased
10,400 SF from Lomas Regency LLC for
$143,520 on a three-year lease. The tenant
was represented by Jason Rudman of
New Growth Commercial Real Estate
and the landlord was represented by Galit
Kimerling and Jarrad Katz of NAI Las
Vegas. The property is located at 4955
Steptoe, Suites 400 and 500. Reported
monthly rent is $0.38 PSF.

Las Vegas, 89139
Industrial

Hayabusa USA, Inc. leased 8,796 SF in
Warm Springs Crossing from KTR Capital
Partners for $228,870 on a 66-month
lease. The tenant was represented by Pat
Marsh, SIOR and Dave Frear, SIOR of
Colliers International and the landlord
was represented by Jeremy Green of CB
Richard Ellis. The property is located at
7350 Dean Martin Dr., Suite 309. Reported
monthly rent is $0.38 PSF.

LOANS
Sparks
Mixed-Use

Nevada State Development Corp.
funded a loan for NevCal Trucking with
a 4.46 percent fixed interest rate for 20
years. The transaction was for the purchase of a 15,234 SF building located at
2920 Waltham Way in the Tahoe Reno
Industrial Center.

Henderson
Office

Andy Hantges, CCIM of Access Commercial Mortgage procured new financing for a 29,000 SF office complex
comprised of 14 tenants. The existing
loan was for $2.8 million and the new
fixed rate was for five years at 6.5 percent with a 25 year amortization. The
property is located at 129 W. Lake Mead
Blvd.

Sparks
Industrial

Nevada State Development Corp.
funded a loan for Applied Soil Water
Technologies with a 4.23 percent fixed
interest rate for 20 years. The transaction was a purchase with improvements
of a 20,000 SF building located at 56 Coney Island Dr.

Reno
Industrial

Nevada State Development Corp.
funded a loan for Associated Laundry
Management with a 4.23 percent fixed
interest rate for 20 years. The transaction was an expansion of an existing
building from 18,830 SF to 32,572 SF and
included a refinance of the original loan
on the property located at 250 Burge Rd.
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Commercial RE Report | Office

OFFICE
TOTAL MARKET

L as Vegas

Total Square feet

52,069,393

7,543,284

13,122,538

1,253,643

25.2%

16.62%

Vacant Square Feet
Percent Vacant
New Construction

310,000

0

Net Absorption

208,145

57,731

Average Lease SF/MO (NNN)

Office Summary
First Quarter 2012

Under Construction
Planned

Vacant Square Feet

The office sector continues to remain fragile with further reductions in pricing amid relatively little change in the vacancy rate. The vacancy rate remained flat from the prior quarter
at 25.2 percent (13.1 million square feet) by the
close of the first quarter of 2012.  On a yearover-year basis, the vacancy rate has increased
1.5 percentage points.
Despite one in four square feet sitting vacant
across the valley, new office space entered the
market during the quarter, pushing total inventory upward to nearly 52.1 million square feet.
The opening of a new city hall for Las Vegas
in the downtown submarket added 310,000
square feet to overall inventory. The project
represents one of few remaining buildings to
move forward with development during the
past several years.
A modest 216,900 square feet throughout
four projects remain actively under construction across the valley. Of the 2.5 million square
feet that remain in various stages of planning,
nearly 800,000 square feet is sourced to previously stalled or delayed projects, much of
which will likely remain that way until market
conditions improve.
Pricing continues to adjust downward as
vacancies remain elevated within a limited-demand market. The market reported a 1.6-percent price decline in average asking rents compared to the previous quarter (Q4 2011). Valley-wide average rents fell to $1.94 per square
foot per month, a downward adjustment of 18.5
percent from the pre-recession peak of $2.38
per square foot. Effective rents remain well
below these price points after accounting for
concessions offered by landlords.
Material improvements in the Las Vegas office market require a longer-run view.  While
reaching back to peak performances is not expected in the short-term horizon, opportunistic
acquisitions will continue to take place that
consider an extended recovery timeline.
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$1.94

$1.29

216,909

0

2,498,479

0

10,685,470

4,111,174

2,485,941

703,769

CLASS A
Total Square Feet

Las Vegas

Reno

Reno-Sparks

Percent Vacant

23.3%

17.12%

The general theme of slow and steady,
but improving, keeps on being the redundant
story line in the Northern Nevada Office Market.  While the office market is certainly not
catching the world on fire, it is making strides
toward a healthier overall environment. In the
1st Quarter, the market has seen a bit of a slowdown in true “in-bound” deals, but have seen a
pick-up in local companies relocating and expanding within the market place. Companies
such as VGT, Downey Brand LLP, AMECMactec, Davita, and Renown, have all expanded within the marketplace. New companies
include IMortgage, California Transplant &
Donor Network and Gordon Silver Attorney’s
and Counselors at Law. The level of occupancy
does not call for any immediate product to be
built, but certain submarkets are trending toward single digit vacancy in the Class A category, so developers will eventually start developing strategies on what’s next to come.
Ending 2011 with a decreasing overall
vacancy rate of 17.36%, the office market
continued to improve in 1Q12 with a total
gross absorption of 100,582 square feet, netting positive absorption of 57,731 square feet
and a reduction in vacancy to 16.62%. As
in recent past quarters, the market continues
to see a flight to quality. The vacancy rates
in the Downtown and Meadowood Submarkets continue to diminish, especially in Class
A product. Vacancy rates in the top 3 markets are as follows; Meadowood at 17.11%,
Downtown at 15.23% and South Meadows at
22.94%.
While there is continued optimism in the
direction of the Northern Nevada Office Market, it is still based on incremental measurements. The market will continue to bolster
itself so long as there is growth in the macro
economy, hinged on growth in GDP, consumer confidence, and stabilization in national
housing.

New Construction

310,000

0

Net Absorption

220,632

-7,522

$2.47

$1.43

Average Lease SF/MO (NNN)

8,909

0

834,838

0

Total Square Feet

31,621,178

2,155,706

Vacant Square Feet

8,285,549

310,514

26.2%

14.40%

Under Construction
Planned
CLASS B

Percent Vacant

0

0

27,345

-63,587

New Construction
Net Absorption

$1.91

$1.24

208,000

0

1,663,641

0

Total Square Feet

9,762,745

1,276,404

Vacant Square Feet

2,351,048

239,360

24.1%

18.75%

0

0

(39,832)

-1,666

$1.49

$1.17

Under Construction

0

0

Planned

0

0

Average Lease SF/MO (NNN)
Under Construction
Planned
CLASS C

Percent Vacant
New Construction
Net Absorption
Average Lease SF/MO (NNN)

Next Month: RETAIL
ABREVIATION KEY
MGFS:
SF/MO:
NNN:

Modified Gross Full-Service
Square Foot Per Month
Net Net Net

Southern Nevada analysis and statistics compiled by
Applied Analysis, Northern Nevada analysis and statistics
compiled by NAI Alliance Reno
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DATA

.S. real GDP grew at an annualized
rate of 2.2 percent during first quarter 2012, representing a substantial
slowing from the fourth-quarter rate
of 3.0 percent. Government spending, business fixed investment and
net exports made negative contributions. U.S.
nonfarm employment rose by only 115,000 jobs
in April, marking the weakest gain since August
2011. Consumer sentiment increased slightly in
April, but consumer confidence slipped slightly.
Sales of new and existing homes slipped in March,
but were 7.5 percent and 5.2 percent higher than
a year earlier, respectively. Personal consumption
expenditures increased for the ninth straight month
in March, and retail sales rose in March for the tenth
straight month. The Kansas City Financial Stress
Index remained below its long-run average in April,
which suggests financial headwinds are not impeding economic growth. The quantity of commercial
paper outstanding remains low, however, which
means that relatively little external financing is being used to support business investment.
The Nevada economy continues to show uneven
signs of growth. Visitor volume was 2.3 percent
higher in March than a year earlier. Gaming revenue
was 10.9 percent lower in March than a year earlier.
Taxable sales were 10.2 percent higher in February than a year earlier. Statewide employment increased by 8,700 jobs (0.8 percent) in March. The
Nevada unemployment rate decreased from 12.2
percent in February to 11.9 percent in March as the
result of employment gains and reduced labor force
participation.
Clark County’s economy also shows uneven
signs of growth. Compared to a year earlier, visitor
volume was up by 3.1 percent in March. Gaming
revenue was 12.2 percent lower in March than a
year earlier. Taxable sales for February were 11.1
percent above those for a year earlier. Residential
construction permits rose sharply from February
to March, and commercial construction permits
increased from a low level. The region’s employment rose by 6,300 jobs (0.8 percent) from February to March. The Las Vegas unemployment rate
fell slightly, from 12.2 percent in February to 12.1
percent in March.
Washoe County’s economy continued to show
sluggish growth. Reno-Sparks employment rose by
1,000 jobs (0.5 percent) from February to March.
The Reno-Sparks unemployment rate fell from 12.2
percent in February to 12.0 percent in March. Compared to a year earlier, March visitor volume was
down by 5.4 percent. Gaming revenues were up by
0.4 percent over the same period. Residential construction permits held steady in March, and commercial construction permits rose from extremely
low levels.

Nevada

GROWTH
RECENT YEAR AGO

DATE

UNITS

LATEST

PREVIOUS

YEAR AGO

COMMENTS

Employment

2012M03

000 employees

1,122.6

1,113.9

1,113.8

0.8%

0.8%

Recent Gain

Unemployment Rate*

2012M03

%, NSA

11.9

12.2

13.5

-0.3%

-1.6%

Reduced

Taxable Sales

2012M02

$billion

3.223

3.154

2.924

2.2%

10.2%

Up Strongly

Gaming Revenue

2012M03

$million

854.59

932.17

958.73

-8.3%

-10.9%

Dropped Sharply

Passengers

2012M03

passengers

4.000

3.418

3.990

17.0%

0.2%

Up Over Year Ago

Gasoline Sales

2012M02

million gallons

83.72

85.12

79.63

-1.6%

5.1%

Up Over Year Ago

Visitor Volume

2012M03

million visitors

4.377

3.821

4.278

14.6%

2.3%

Up Over Year Ago

Employment

2012M03

000 employees

806.1

799.8

803.4

0.8%

0.3%

Up Recently

Unemployment Rate*

2012M03

%, NSA

12.1

12.2

13.7

-0.1%

-1.6%

Reduced

Taxable Sales

2012M02

$billion

2.416

2.332

2.174

3.6%

11.1%

Up Strongly

Gaming Revenue

2012M03

$million

733.49

812.14

835.68

-9.7%

-12.2%

Dropped Sharply

Residential Permits

2012M03

units permitted

841

460

450

82.8%

86.9%

Up Very Strongly

Commercial Permits

2012M03

permits

23

18

32

27.8%

-28.1%

Up Recently

Passengers

2012M03

million persons

3.655

3.108

3.565

17.6%

2.5%

Up Over Year Ago

Gasoline Sales

2012M02

million gallons

57.89

59.50

55.28

-2.7%

4.7%

Up Over Year Ago

Visitor Volume

2012M03

million visitors

3.836

3.326

3.722

15.3%

3.1%

Up Over Year Ago

Employment **

2012M03

000 employees

186.9

185.9

186.0

0.5%

0.5%

Up Over Year Ago

Unemployment Rate*

2012M03

%, NSA

12.0

12.2

13.5

-0.2%

-1.5%

Reduced

Taxable Sales

2012M02

$billion

0.398

0.397

0.359

0.3%

10.7%

Up Over Year Ago

Gaming Revenue

2012M03

$million

61.43

60.26

61.15

1.9%

0.4%

Up Moderately

Residential Permits

2012M03

units permitted

42

42

57

0.0%

-26.3%

Down from Year Ago

Commercial Permits

2012M03

permits

9

4

5

125.0%

80.0%

Up from Low Level

Passengers

2012M03

million persons

0.293

0.265

0.349

10.5%

-16.0%

Down from Year Ago

Gasoline Sales

2012M02

million gallons

13.10

13.02

12.41

0.7%

5.6%

Up Over Year Ago

Visitor Volume

2012M03

million visitors

0.333

0.314

0.352

6.1%

-5.4%

Down from Year Ago

Employment

2012M04

million, SA

132.989

132.874

131.173

0.1%

1.4%

Slow Growth

Unemployment Rate

2012M04

%, SA

8.1

8.2

9.0

-0.1%

-0.9%

Reduced

Consumer Price Index

2012M03

82-84=100, SA

229.1

228.4

223.2

0.3%

2.6%

Food & Energy Prices

Core CPI

2012M03

82-84=100, SA

228.4

227.9

223.4

0.2%

2.3%

Up Moderately

Employment Cost Index

2012Q1

89.06=100, SA

115.3

114.7

113.2

0.5%

1.9%

Up Somewhat

Productivity Index

2012Q1

2005=100, SA

110.6

110.7

110.1

-0.2%

0.5%

Declined

Retail Sales Growth

2012M03

$billion, SA

408.0

404.8

382.1

0.8%

6.8%

Strong Upward Trend

Auto and Truck Sales

2012M03

million, SA

14.31

15.04

13.02

-4.8%

9.9%

Up Over Year Ago

Housing Starts

2012M03

million, SA

0.654

0.694

0.593

-5.8%

10.3%

Up Over Year Ago

Real GDP Growth***

2012Q1

2005$billion, SA

13,502.4

13,429.0

13,227.9

2.2%

2.1%

Up Moderately

U.S. Dollar

2012M04

97.01=100

99.026

98.727

95.361

0.3%

3.8%

Some Strengthening

Trade Balance

2012M03

$billion, SA

-51.825

-45.416

-46.059

14.1%

12.5%

Increased Deficit

S and P 500

2012M04

monthly close

1,397.91

1,408.47

1,363.61

-0.7%

2.5%

Down Recently

Real Short-term Rates*

2012M04

%, NSA

-3.12

-3.82

-4.54

0.7%

1.4%

Less Negative

Treasury Yield Spread

2012M04

%, NSA

1.97

2.09

3.40

-0.1%

-1.4%

Narrowed

Clark County

Washoe County

United States

*Change in percentage rate, **Reflects the Reno-Sparks MSA which includes Washoe and Storey Counties, ***Recent growth is an annulized rate

Professor Stephen P. A. Brown, PhD
UNLV Center for Business and Economic Research

Sources: Nevada Department of Taxation; Nevada Department of Employment, Training, and Rehabilitation; UNR Bureau of
Business and Economic Research; UNLV Center for Business and Economic Research; McCarran International Airport; Reno/Tahoe
International Airport; Las Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority; Reno-Sparks Convention and Visitors Authority; U.S. Department
of Commerce; U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics; U.S. Census Bureau; U.S. Federal Reserve Bank.

Note: NSA = Not Seasonally Adjusted, SA = Seasonally Adjusted
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The Last Word

People

What five words would you use to describe
the best account executive/salesperson?
“The best sales person I have had the
privilege of working with started with a
high level of Integrity. Treating sales as
a Profession and studying their craft was
very apparent. Preparedness means not
wasting a potential client’s time or their
own by not doing the homework before
the call. Hard Working and Aggressive
complete the portrait of the best sales
person I’ve known.”
Glen Padula • Vice President, Sales and Marketing, Saint Mary’s Health Plans

“A good salesperson should be
charismatic, quick-witted, passionate,
informative and above all... helpful.”

Robert Werner • Co-Owner of Furniture Market

“Innovative, Driven, Goal-Oriented, Self
Directed and Empathetic”

Stuart Brady • Vice President, Business Banking Manager, Wells Fargo Bank, Reno
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“Balanced, Passionate, Driven,
Responsible and Rational.”

Sean McCrady • Regional Sales Director at Winder Farms

“Creative, outgoing, attentive, poised,
self-starter!”

Andrea Behrens • Executive Producer, Homeowner Talk TV

“Listener: Pays close attention to
customer’s needs. Communicator:
Strong ability to communicate clearly.
Well-informed: Knowledgeable on
industry, offerings, and customers.
Thorough: Committed to following
through on efforts and communication.
Trustworthy: They do what they say, say
what they mean and keep their word.”
Craig A. Willcut • President/CEO, United Construction

englishgardenflorist.com
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Committed
to your success
4 Las Vegas locations

For more than 30 years, University of Phoenix has
been committed to helping professionals like you
earn a degree. We understand you need a class
schedule that fits your busy life. University of Phoenix
offers online and on-campus programs at more than
200 campuses and learning centers around the
country, including four in the Las Vegas area, offering
you an education on your terms.

Jeanine Sandford
Academic Advisor
© 2012 University of Phoenix, Inc. All rights reserved.

phoenix.edu/nevada

Henderson Learning Center | Las Vegas Campus
Northwest Learning Center | Southwest Learning Center

